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Welcome Week greets freshmen, transfer students
BY YELENA DZHANOVA
OPINIONS EDITOR

The University
of Chicago has
issued out a no
“trigger warning” or safe
space policy.
Its goal is to
promote uninterrupted
academic learning. Safe spaces
interrupt academic progress and
hinder the developing mind of
young and hopeful scholars.

As per tradition, the Undergraduate Student Government
hosted Welcome Week for Baruch
College’s incoming freshmen and
transfer students. The event generally occurs during the first week
of each semester, drawing in large
crowds. It is usually advertised as
a way to meet fellow students and
enjoy school with a series of games
and panels.
As its name implies, Welcome
Week is a weeklong event that can
ordinarily be characterized by its
giveaways and prizes, courtesy of
USG.
Members of USG devise each
day of the week to be both fun and
informative, a fitting combination
for discovering the college environment. Its objective is to attract
as many students as possible and
promote hype for the upcoming
academic year.
Daniel Dornbaum, USG president, indicated that Welcome Week
features different events each semester. He also mentioned that
Convocation Day actually marks
the start of Welcome Week. This
year, however, it instead started
with a movie night.

BUSINESS 9
Yellen suggests a rate hike
at Jackson Hole (p. 10)
After raising
short-term interest rates last
December, the
Federal Reserve opened
the doors for a
potential rate
hike later this
year with an
encouraging speech about the
economy. Yellen reported that
the economy will reach inflation.

ARTS & STYLE 11
Britney Spears makes comback with album (p. 12)
After her highly
anticipated
performances
at this year’s
Billboard and
MTV Music
Video Awards
and years of experimentation,
Britney Spears
has made a comeback with her
newest album Glory, proving that
she has still got it.
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Welcome Week featured a potato sack race, three-legged race, a ball toss game and an array of carnival game booths.

AIESEC member spends
summer in Taiwan countryside

Baruch College graduate Andi Muskaj, along with a handle of friends
and developers, created an app called “Tapt” that has become successful
on several college campuses.
Tapt is advertised as a platform for students only, meaning that professors and administrators cannot partake in the app. The app’s administrators work hard to ensure that the app is only open to students with a valid
university email address.
The goal of Tapt, according to Muskaj, is to widely connect students
over a single space.
Mikhail Foenko, a junior at City College at the Grove School of Engineering, and one of the main developers of Tapt, said that the app’s exclusivity is the drawing factor for him.

Proxima b, a
recently discovered planet,
is believed by
astronomers to
have the potential to support
life. Orbiting its
star in a “habitable zone,” the planet may hold
bodies of liquid water. Proxima
b is located four light years away
within a habitable zone.
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Student-only college social media
app expands to 30 NY campuses
BY YELENA DZHANOVA
OPINIONS EDITOR

SCIENCE & TECH 14
Newly discovered planet
may support life (p. 14)

While not exactly picking up
where they left
off last season,
the Mets are
hoping that
their strong
play will help
propel the team
into the playoffs via the National
League Wild Card. As was the
case in 2015, wholesale injuries
have stymied any consistent production.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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During her time in Taiwan, Chen volunteered and was able to interact with locals.
BY BRADEN CARTER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Amy Chen stands uncomfortably as she faces the classroom of children who look at her and then bow in unison. Chen, a 19-year-old Baruch College sophomore from Huntington, New York, laughs about how
strange it was for her students to bow to her every morning and at the end
of the school day, but she also realizes it was a memorable experience.
Chen first heard of AIESEC from her cousin who was the vice president of marketing for the organization at Baruch, and she knew it would
be a good opportunity for her to meet people as she entered school as a
freshman. AIESEC is a global non-profit organization that has chapters
in universities across the world and helps train the next leaders of the
world.
“We send people abroad to volunteer or intern,” said Chen, an accounting major. “They can develop leadership skills, but also just being
in the organization itself you learn to be a leader as well as developing
different skills.”

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Pan was voted into the chair of appeals
position in August following the resignation of Rebecca Clabby.

During the first senate meeting of the Fall semester, the Undergraduate Student Government
discussed upcoming events and
deadlines before officially voting in
the representative senators and executive board members to their respective positions.
Among the newly appointed representative senators is Zizen Pan, a
senior marketing major who was
voted into the chair of appeals position after the resignation of Rebecca
Clabby, the former chair of appealselect. Clabby announced her resignation in an email to the USG senate
on Monday, Aug. 29.
“I’m saddened to inform you
that I have decided to step down as
chair of appeals due to unexpected
personal matters,” Clabby stated in
her email.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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AIESEC student performs volunteer work abroad

News Briefs
COMPILED BY
JONATHAN SPERLING
A City College of New York senior has been awarded a $10,000
fellowship in recognition of
overcoming serious adversity
throughout her educational career. English major Kaisa Ajaye
was recognized after having
had her education interrupted
34 years ago when her mother
suddenly died, leaving Ajaye
orphaned. Initially enrolled in
Pennsylvania State University,
Ajaye battled homelessness,
medical issues and unemployment, all of which she eventually
overcame. Now that she enrolled
in CCNY, Ajaye is one of 15 recipients of the Women’s Forum
Education Fund, an award given
out by the Women’s Forum of
New York.
________________________
CUNY Chancellor James B.
Milliken recently announced
the appointment of Mary Corliss Pearl, Ph.D., as dean of the
University’s Macaulay Honors
College. Pearl, who previously
served as Macaulay’s interim
dean, is an educator, environmentalist and scientist. “She
is deeply committed to expanding opportunities for the
highest-quality college experience for some of New York’s
most talented and academically gifted,” said Milliken. Pearl
will officially gain the position
once the appointment is approved by the board of trustees.
________________________
The Washington Monthly
ranked the College of Staten
Island as one of the most affordable colleges in the northeast. CSI ranked 18th out of
386 schools in the northeast in
America’s
Best-Bang-for-theBuck Colleges, which used information sampled from more than
1,400 institutions. “Alumni salary potential, low student loan
debt, and a deep commitment
to enrolling and graduating
first-generation students are all
hallmarks of CSI, and a primary
criteria for these rankings,” said
CSI’s President William J. Fritz.
________________________
The CUNY Graduate Center
was recently gifted $2.5 million
to research different forms of
socio-economic inequality. As
a result of James and Cathleen
Stone’s donation, the Graduate Center will rename the Luxembourg Income Study Center
to the James M. and Cathleen
D. Stone Center on Socio-Economic Inequality. “These new
resources will enable the Graduate Center and the Stone Center to expand and enhance our
research and teaching in the
quantitative study of inequality,
an increasingly influential field
in which our faculty are taking
leading roles,” said the Graduate Center’s President Chase F.
Robinson.
________________________
Guttman Community College was recently named the
best community college in New
York State in the 2016-17 iteration of EDSmart’s Best Community College report. EDSmart is a
recognized publisher of college
rankings, using statistics on retention, transfers and graduation to rank more than 120 New
York State community colleges.
Guttman’s ranking is even more
notable considering the fact that
it was founded four years ago.
More than half of the college’s
students from its inaugural 2012
class have earned associate degrees.

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Individuals interested in joining AIESEC have to go through an
application process. After being
accepted, they go through a training process before they begin to
figure out what they want to do in
the organization. While some travel
abroad to intern or volunteer, others can be general members who
are in the organization and still
get the same benefits as those who
travel to foreign countries.
“I wanted to send people
abroad,” Chen said. “I was in
the Outgoing Global Volunteers,
where we send people abroad to
volunteer. I like to hear people’s
stories. Members also get a lot out
of AIESEC, those who don’t travel,
because they get to hear the stories
and learn about the experiences of
traveling and working in many different locations around the world.”
As a freshman, she was a general member for her first semester and then moved up to a team
leader by her second semester. As
a team leader, she took pride in
her ability to help her members
find opportunities to volunteer or
intern.
One member went to Puerto
Rico to promote organ donation,
while another went to Morocco
and developed his marketing abilities. Chen realized that she was
ready to volunteer and take what
she learned and apply it in Taiwan.
Chen spent her summer in the
countryside of Taiwan in the town
of Ruisui. She taught kids English,
farmed tea leaves, painted murals at local parks, did community
work and cleaned temples. Being
in an area where people primarily
spoke Mandarin was a challenging
experience, especially since she
only spoke English, but luckily another volunteer from Hong Kong
was able to help her acclimate to
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Chen taught children English in Taiwan and interacted with aboriginals who allowed her to try on their cultural outﬁts.
the community.
“The people in the village and
the students I taught had never
met an American,” explained
Chen. “They didn’t know anything
about New York. So in a weird way
I was a representation of America.”
The village of Ruisui is very poor
and the exposure to foreign culture
helped Chen be grateful for the life
she lives in New York. The houses
were made of cement blocks with
sheet metal roofs. Culture sharing was an exciting time of day at
school where the students heard
stories about New York City and
Chen learned stories of Taiwan.

“In AIESEC we want our people to walk away with four different qualities,” said Chen. “We want
people to gain after the project the
LDM, the leadership development
model; to gain self-awareness, empower others, be solution oriented
and be a world citizen,” she continues.
The leadership gained in this
program will help students grow
as individuals who will positively
impact their communities as they
take those lessons and apply it to
real life situations.
Having AIESEC at a school like
Baruch, with a strong reputation

in diversity, will only help the understanding and appreciation of
cross-cultural relationships in the
classroom and community. The
opportunity of traveling to a foreign country will only benefit the
students of Baruch who can develop “business-like” abilities and
apply them to the domestic workplace.
Chen added, “As a member I
do develop my skills in the business field, communication, leadership, customer service skills, but
going abroad inspired me to be a
lot harder working and helped me
to get my priorities straight.”

Spoon University petition reaches 300 signatures
BY JONATHAN SPERLING
NEWS EDITOR
A new club revolving around
food, health and lifestyle tips is
coming to Baruch College, thanks
to a petition started by sophomore
Hannah Sarraf.
Sarraf decided to create a chapter of Spoon University on campus after she realized that Baruch
did not have an iteration of the
organization, which gives college
students a platform to write and
produce articles and videos concentrating on recipes, food and
food hacks, as well as host events
on campus.
“I knew about it before, liked
the Facebook page and read articles. When I was on the national
website, I decided to see what
campuses Spoon University was
at and I noticed that Baruch College wasn’t on the list,” said Sarraf. “I was genuinely disappointed
because I was really hoping to join
the Baruch chapter if there was
one. So, I thought that maybe I
should be the one to bring it to Baruch and start a new club.”
In order for someone to lead a
Spoon University chapter on their
college’s campus, they first have to
fill out an application on the organization’s national website. From
there, a representative from Spoon
University contacts the aspiring
founder and guides them through
the remaining steps required to
create the chapter. One of the most
involved steps is the “Secret Sauce”
program, which teaches leadership skills, event creation and publicity skills to aspiring founders.
When an aspiring founder
makes it this far, they eventually move on to the petition stage
where they must collect a certain
number of signatures within a
week’s time to prove that there is
a significant level of demand for a
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Now that the petition for Spoon University has surpassed 300, the chapter is looking for writers, photographers and marketers.
Spoon University chapter on campus.
In order to get the minimum required amount of 300 signatures,
Sarraf ran a relentless social media
campaign. The petition to start the
chapter was opened at midnight
on Monday, Aug. 29 and quickly
garnered more than 100 signatures
in less than a day. By Thursday,
Sept. 1, the petition had reached
the required goal of 300 signatures,
well before the deadline of Sunday,
Sept. 4.“I created a Facebook event
for Spoon University at Baruch
and I shared that in every Baruch
Facebook group I could join. I was
posting the link to the event almost
every day to try to get more and
more people invited and spread
the word about it,” said Sarraf.
The Spoon University network
consists of more than 5,000 contributors at around 150 campuses

worldwide. Baruch will become
one of 22 chapters in New York
State and one of seven in New York
City.
“The NYC food scene is so
unique and vibrant, and we’re excited to see what Baruch students
bring to the table,” said Andrea
Kravitz, a community engagement
manager for Spoon University.
“Our contributors get personalized analytics on what’s working
and what’s not working, so they
can learn and grow and launch
into the real world ahead of the
curve. They also have access to
SpoonHQ Community Engagement Managers, Editors and Videographers who teach, guide and
work with them every step of the
way,” she added.
Sarraf is currently in the process of registering the chapter as
a Baruch-sanctioned club and

hopes to have it registered by the
end of September. Although future
events are still in the works, Sarraf
has mentioned her plan to host
several different types of potluck
meals as well as cooking lessons.
“Spoon University isn’t just for
writers to write articles, it’s for people of all majors because at each
chapter, there are many different,
contributing roles, such as, marketer, event planner, photographer
and videographer,” said Sarraf. “I
cannot wait for what the Baruch
chapter has for this upcoming year
and I hope I bring a lot of people
together over food.”
Those interested in joining the
Baruch chapter of Spoon University can do so by visiting www.
spoonuniversity.com/apply. You
can also follow the chapter’s progress on Facebook or Instagram @
spoon_baruch.
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Five Welcome Week functions appeal to students old and new
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

THURSDAY
On Thursday, Aug. 25, the Multipurpose Room in the Newman Vertical Campus turned into a cozy theater
screening 22 Jump Street, the sequel to the original comedy starring Channing Tatum and Jonah Hill. Members
of USG scattered themselves outside of the area, offering freshly popped popcorn, candy and soda to participants
and movie-goers.
Chairs in the Multipurpose Room had been rearranged to create a more cinematic experience for all participants. Despite its setup, however, most partakers seemed to be more fleeting than immersed in the movie. It
seemed as though many students were more inclined to start preparing for the upcoming academic year instead
of enjoying a movie night with new friends and crunchy snacks.

MONDAY
The second event held the following Monday was livelier and more interactive than the movie night. The second floor lobby and parts of the Bearcat Den in NVC were occupied by giant board games. Two checker boards
had been set up on opposite sides of the lobby, while two ambitious players maneuvered the pieces on each
board, creating an unexpected game of human checkers. The board was set up to the far right, farthest from the
escalators, with players defending their king pieces, which were represented by friends. The game reached its
highest point of intensity when one of the players directed their king to take out the other player’s king.
In addition to human checkers, two Jenga stations were set up on different tables, where players had to remove
giant wooden blocks without disturbing any other block. The Jenga stations acted as the source of the most noise
since, every so often, a daring tower of wooden blocks would come crashing down to the ground after a reckless
move.
Large versions of Connect Four were also made available. Many students tried to keep a steady hand above a
giant and functioning Operation table or play a quick game of dominoes. Those who wanted to partake in the fun
but did not stumble upon an empty board game created their own; pairs ingeniously combined loose Jenga blocks
and discarded checker pieces to emulate something akin to a game of bowling. During this session, which lasted
the duration of club hours, USG representatives handed out Subway sandwiches to the masses.
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TUESDAY
The third day of Welcome Week took the games to the club suite on the third floor, where passersby and frequent gamers got acquainted with air hockey, a seated racing game and rounds of Just Dance. The games, which
were installed for the duration of club hours on Tuesday, made the atmosphere reminiscent of an old-time arcade.
The game room is generally popular among Baruch students, who look to it for a refuge or a break after difficult classes or long days. The new additions, however, attracted a medley of students who were either seeking a
fun afternoon or poking around the club suite out of sheer curiosity. Many freshmen and unfamiliar faces waded
into the game room and discovered the setup. Other participants also included students who regularly hung out
in the game room.

WEDNESDAY
The next day was advertised on Facebook as a panel during which members of USG would be able to answer questions and get to know many students in the Baruch community. However, during club hours, the panel
shifted to a giveaway stand instead, where students signed up for the USG weekly newsletter in exchange for a
drawstring bag, highlighters, pencils and other Baruch gear.
The intention behind having the stand was to expand the subscribers on the weekly newsletter, which provides
valuable information to students regarding student life, academics and opportunities.
The same day, various USG members congregated around a table and spoke to concerned freshmen about
their goals and anticipations for the upcoming semester. USG representatives answered questions about upcoming events, social life and clubs, and exchanged ideas of potential changes and implementations. This session also
doubled as a giveaway and subscription stand.

THURSDAY
The last event of Welcome Week fell on Thursday, Sept. 1. Although USG did not host any events or meetings
during club hours for new students, its members were preparing for the main event, Last Splash. USG promoted
the event extensively as the official culminating experience of the summer.
For the event, the Multipurpose Room had been divided off into two sections: the general section and the
drinking section, for those of drinking age. The latter was guarded by an officer who checked identification before
allowing students into the open bar. The general section housed a long tabletop decorated with assorted candies
and a green, rectangular platform at the front.
The lawn-like surface was positioned in the center of the room. It transformed into a playing field for participants who wished for a shot to win a 4-foot tall teddy bear. The first event gathered many spectators as vying competitors stepped into potato sacks for a race. Entertained onlookers laughed as students hopped around inside
an empty sack. The second competition required three teams of two to be duct-taped together for a three-legged
race. The objective of the third contest was to toss the most balls into a bucket. Winners of each competition were
awarded a giant plush toy.
To the left of the entrance, volunteers ran the carnival game booths. Basketball and darts seemed to be the
most popular game, since the lines for both frequently turned into crowds. Participants also had the opportunity
to try to knock out all objects on a shelf using their aim or toss a small beanbag into the mouth of a clown. Additionally, there was a game in which students could step up and toss rings to catch onto bottle necks.
The green surface later was transformed into a dance floor, where a few attendees began to split moves alone
or with partners. Baruch’s local radio station, WBMB, kept the music playing throughout the festivities. The event
unofficially concluded as students trickled out from the space.
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Baruch students competed for prizes and a sense of victory during Welcome Week’s
array of events, such as during “TBT Gaming” (above) on Tuesday, Aug. 30 and “Last
Splash of Summer” (below) on Thursday, Sept. 1.
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Particpants in Welcome Week were able to compete against one another in games such as Just Dance and air hockey (above, right) during “TBT Gaming” on Tuesday, Aug. 30. For a short while, the atmosphere of the
game room on the third ﬂoor was transformed into that of a classic arcade complete with a racing simulator (above, left) and other types of arcade games.
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Latino Heritage Month events begin
BY VICTORIA MERLINO
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
Baruch College’s Latino Heritage Month began in earnest Sept.
1 with music, dancing and fun as
students gathered for its opening
ceremony, ¡Despierta Baruch!
The event drew students old
and new as the smell of empanadas wafted through the Newman
Vertical Campus. A line quickly
formed around the empanada
table, a feature of the event and
students were able to taste mushroom, shredded beef and many
other flavors of empanadas. Other
activities at the opening ceremony
included a photo booth with accessories for the students to take
pictures together with friends
and a DJ booth with Latino music
manned by WBMB’s Kevin Zhagui.
The music quickly became the
highlight of the event, as students
were encouraged to pair off and
dance in a competition sponsored
by the Latino Heritage Month
Committee. The prize was a gift
card.
Tatiana Betancur, Latino Heritage Month committee chair and
a human resources management
major, emphasized the importance
of the month by saying, “it’s fun, it’s
showcasing the Latino culture and
it’s also [educating] on what’s going on nowadays in our culture.”
As Baruch continues to retain
its reputation as one of the most
diverse colleges in the nation, Latino Heritage Month represents an
opportunity for students of a commuter school to better know their
classmates and classmates’ cultures. Zhagui, also the Ecuadorian
Club president and a marketing
and advertising major, explained,
“we [extend the] knowledge of our
own cultures to all Baruch students … You have to be proud of
where you’re from, so Latino Heri-

tage Month is just another way for
us to have a month where we just
express ourselves, be as free as we
want to be and [enjoy] sharing our
culture with everybody.”
Vlad Davidov, a finance major
and attendee at the opening ceremony, was a student who benefitted from this cultural exchange.
Enthused about what Latino Heritage Month is and how it may positively impact the Baruch community outside of Latino students, he
said, “I think it’s a great event that
promotes Latin American culture
and it helps us Baruch students,
especially me as a freshman, get
better acquainted with club [hours
on] Thursdays.”
He then elaborated further on
how important the event is from
a cultural perspective, saying, “we
live in such a diverse country and
diverse city [and have an] especially diverse school, it’s important
that we learn about each other’s
cultures and accept [them] and
learn the differences.”
Other events for Latino Heritage Month promise to be even
more entertaining than the first.
“It’s events that we as students in
the committee would want to go
to,” said Betancur.
The next event after the opening ceremony is the “Sabor Latino”
Food Fair on Sept. 8, where students will have the chance to sample traditional and street-style Latino dishes, followed by Latino Meet
and Greet, a networking event with
Baruch’s Latino faculty and staff on
the same day. Latino Family Feud,
held on Sept. 15, will pit clubs
against one another in a gameshow inspired event with “a Latino
twist,” while the Hablemos: Latino
Community Talk, scheduled for
Sept. 20, will gather panel members from Baruch’s Black and Latino Studies department for a discussion about the issues currently

facing Latinos in the United States.
Sept. 22 will hold the ¡Viva Latino!
Music Festival, where Baruch students and guests will perform music, with finally the Nuestra Baruch
Latina closing ceremony capping
off the month on Sept. 29.
Nuestra Baruch Latina will be a
pageant to display “the beauty and
diversity of Latino culture by celebrating Latina women,” according to the Latino Heritage Month
calendar. Betancur elaborated,
“we’re looking for Latino Baruch
female students to audition to be
part of the pageant. It’s just going
to be a great way to showcase our
cultures because at the pageant we
are also asking for some traditional
looks for people to showcase their
talents and stuff like that.”
While the events planned for
Latino Heritage Month are for the
entire student population, it is the
Latino clubs that plan the month
who gain an added benefit. Jennifer Gonzalez, treasurer of the
Latino Heritage Month Committee and a finance major, explains
in depth saying, “[Latino Heritage
Month] shows the culture and it’s
not just one specific country …
it’s all the Latino community and
[Latino Heritage Month] brings us
together.” As September kicks off,
that feeling for togetherness is only
sure to grow.

“You have to be proud of
where you’re from, so Latino
Heritage Month is just
another way for us to have a
month where we just express
ourselves ... ”
- Kevin Zhagui

USG votes Zizen Pan
into chair of appeals
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
“After much thought and consideration, I decided this was the
responsible thing to do.”
Last year, Clabby was a USG
representative senator and was
voted in during spring elections as
chair of appeals with the Baruch
Believes campaign.
“I can’t explain how much I
appreciate the opportunity to sit
on our senate table as chair of appeals, but had I stayed in the position, I’m not sure if I would have
been able to commit as much time
to it as necessary,” she continued.
Since Clabby’s resignation occurred before the senate was appointed to their positions, the
executive board had the power to
nominate Pan to chair of appeals.
The appeals committee is responsible for allocating appeals funds
from the USG budget.
As part of her job, Pan manages
appeals budgets whenever club
have certain programs or events
that they need momey for.
Once Pan receives the request,
she reviews it with her committee and the respective club or organization. The appeal is brought
to the senate table where it is accepted, modified and accepted or
rejected. Once accepted, it is sent
to the board of directors where
they approve or reject the appeal
request.
Last year, Pan was the treasurer
of the United Chinese Language
Association and joined USG with
the Baruch Believes campaign as a
representative senator.
“Wanting to do something new
in my last year, I joined USG intending to join the finance committee, the appeals committee,
the inter-club affairs committee;

just getting involved because if I
am just a senator, I do have a few
responsibilities so I can definitely
help out when I could.”
Pan said she was interested in
chair of appeals because as treasurer for UCLA, “I got to know the
process from my end and it’s a lot
more to learn from how they organize everything for so many different clubs and how we allocate the
guidelines.”
Daniel Dornbaum, president of
USG, states that they nominated
Pan for chair based on her experience and interests. “We feel that it’s
good to have a club leader in the
position of chair of appeals just because they understand the process
coming from a club leader’s point
of view and that could help her in
dealing with them throughout the
year,” explained Dornbaum.
“She is a great leader, I think
she’s very focused and driven and
I think that especially with chair of
appeals, because you’re doing, not
the same thing every time, but the
same process every month it does
take a certain type of person,” he
continued.
This year, Pan says her goal for
appeals is to adhere to the budget limits. “We have a budget and
I really want to stay within budget. I really want to do well. In
former years, USG has exceeded
their budget and the management
hasn’t been ideal but this is something that we can work on.”
With Pan as the new chair,
there is now a representative senator seat open to any Baruch undergraduate student who meets
the position requirements. Applications are due to Ryan Powers,
the USG executive vice president,
by Sept. 13 and elections will take
place on Sept. 20.
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Opinions
FROM THE EDITORIAL BOARD

Universities should not solicit
donations from students
Colleges asking alumni for donations is a common practice. In fact,
alumni support plays an integral role in the quality and prestige of any
college, whether public or private. The most sought-after institutions,
such as Princeton University and other Ivy League schools, usually
have high rates of alumni donations.
According to a survey by the Council of Aid to Education, alumni
contributions made up more than a quarter of all college donations.
Alumni may choose to donate to their alma mater for a number of reasons, like ensuring future generations receive the same strong education they did, engaging a community they were once a part of or simply
trying to show gratitude.
It is one thing to solicit donations from alumni, but an entirely different story is reflected when colleges begin asking current students for
money. Many students at Baruch College received letters in the mail
last week asking them, or their family, to donate money to the school.
Relative to other schools, Baruch and other CUNY colleges are extremely affordable. Considering that many students receive financial
aid, the CUNY student body accumulates far less student debt than
many other universities.
Nonetheless, if a student is currently enrolled in classes that they
have paid for and has not yet graduated and reaped the rewards of
their investment in higher education, a college should not ask them for
their money.
Many students’ education is funded by loans from family members.
Some students rely on parents and other relatives to help pay for living expenses and college supplies. Asking the families of currently-enrolled Baruch students for money is in poor taste.
Undoubtedly, many undergraduate students at Baruch have an appreciation for the financial difficulties that come along with attending
school in one of the most expensive cities in the world. It can be difficult
to find a decent lunch for a good price at times, so even asking for small
donations is somewhat inappropriate. It also may give the impression
that the school is low on funds.
It is understandable that schools would look for donations to fund
programs and necessary classes, as they are factored into many national college ranking systems. At the same time, Baruch students have to
worry about the steadily rising cost of living as well the threat of tuition
hikes in the future.
School pride and spirit are hard enough to foster at a commuter
school like Baruch. Asking the students to donate their extra money before they have even graduated does nothing but crush that spirit.

LaGuardia teens need fair admission
Lisa Mars, principal of Fiorello H. LaGuardia High School, is facing backlash for attempting to admit students into the school based on
their academic record. LaGuardia, a notable arts school in New York
City, generally admits students based on talent rather than academic
record. Mars left Townsend Harris High School in 2013 for her current
position of principal at LaGuardia.
Townsend Harris is a school that determines admission not by talent but by academic record. LaGuardia, on the other hand, relies on
raw talent in order to fill its seats. Critics of Mars’ reign as principal say
that she is trying to transfer her experience from Townsend Harris into
LaGuardia. This is a bad move because the two schools practice entirely
different disciplines. Townsend Harris is firmly rooted in the study of
the humanities while LaGuardia is a prestigious arts school.
Incoming high school students do not deserve to be cheated out of
attending the school for the discipline in which they are most interested. Prospective and talented LaGuardia students especially should not
be turned down based on their academic record. A petition has been
circulating around Change.org asking Mars to reconsider her unfair admissions standards. The petition collected 9,874 signatures.

REBECCA VICENTE | THE TICKER

Safe spaces curb educational growth
Opposition to total free speech in a university setting has the ability to undermine academic progress

A

s droves of incoming freshmen and transfer students
attend college orientations
across the nation, one institution
has taken a hard stance on a social
issue that is on the minds of college-aged adults.
Last month, the University of
Chicago announced that its administration would not support trigger warnings and safe spaces for
its students. The announcement
comes just in time for the school’s
incoming class of freshmen, who
will arrive in less than three weeks.
The letter, written by the university’s Dean of Students Jay Ellison states, “Our commitment to
academic freedom means that we
do not support so called ‘trigger
warnings,’ we do not cancel invited
speakers because their topics might
prove controversial, and we do not
condone the creation of intellectual ‘safe spaces’ where individuals
can retreat from ideas and perspectives at odds with their own.”
The term “trigger warning” is
relatively young, but it refers to a
precaution given before a concept,
imagery or literary piece that alerts
the viewer to potentially offensive
content. In the context of an institution of higher education, it refers
to warning students prior to invited
speakers, required courses and
on-campus events that may incite
traumatic emotions.
“Safe spaces” began as secure
and comfortable places for LGBTQ
individuals who feel unwelcome

on college campuses or other public areas. Since then, the term has
expanded in order to cover all marginalized individuals on campus.
The letter also linked the reader to
a study published by the university’s
Committee on Freedom of Expression, which states that “it is not the
proper role of the University to attempt to shield individuals from
ideas and opinions they find unwelcome, disagreeable or even
deeply offensive.”
Institutions of higher education
exist for more reasons than just to
educate students on academic subjects. Colleges are a place for students to be exposed to the harshness of reality and not a place to be
sheltered and coddled.
It is possible to receive an academic education outside of attending college, but college life offers
something that is not easily accessible outside of college. The ability
to experience the different political
views, mindsets, personalities and
other aspects of human thought of
individuals similar in age cannot be
found anywhere else. Whether you
agree with someone’s views or not,
it is better to have experienced differing views at the age of your rising
adulthood than in the “real world”
post-graduation.
Additionally, trigger warnings
and safe spaces have the potential
to verge on violating free speech
laws, especially at governmentfunded institutions. It is also important to note that the University

of Chicago is not a public institution. However, the issue of not allowing certain public speakers to
make appearances on campus due
to their views is certainly fascist.
A recent case of this that comes
to mind is that of Ben Shapiro, a
conservative political commentator who was invited to speak at DePaul University in Chicago. Before
Shapiro could make an appearance
on campus in August, he was informed by administrators that he
had been banned due to “security
concerns” caused by his politicallycharged rhetoric. Shapiro is just
one of several controversial speakers who have been banned from
college campuses in recent history.
The University of Chicago’s
stance on the matter is one that
should be adopted nationally and
throughout western society, especially within institutions known for
their liberal arts programs. College
students cannot study philosophy,
literature, social science and other
liberal arts subjects if they are sheltered from having access to controversial readings, videos and speakers. Methods to oppose free speech,
such as trigger warnings, have the
potential to undermine a university’s academic practices. A line
must be drawn somewhere if we as
a country wish to keep free speech
free, even if a college student does
not like what is being said.
-Jonathan Sperling
Journalism ‘19
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talian citizens woke up to a
nightmare on Aug. 24 as news
spread of an earthquake of 6.2
magnitude that struck the central
region of the country. Over the
course of a few hours, 200 additional aftershocks were felt followed by
a 5.5 magnitude tremor later.
The repercussions were fatal
with at least 295 casualties as the
charming towns of Amatrice, Accumoli and Pescara del Tronto were
demolished. The shake was also felt
in Naples, Bologna and Rome.
National emergency operations
were initiated with ambulances
spread throughout the streets and
rescue teams were sent through the
wreckage for survivors. A subdued
white dust was still spiraling in the
air around citizens, even as help
was arriving. Emergency personnel
quickly created aid tents around
the crushed towns to shelter 1,200
people overnight. Fifty retirees and
children were harbored in a sports
facility in Amatrice.
The country is no stranger to

misfortunes. Natives have endured
35 significant earthquakes and 86
undersized ones since 1861. Seventy thousand people perished in
an earthquake that struck
Around 70 percent of buildings
in the country’s enchanting villages
do not align with anti-seismic standards, and the codes are continually neglected when novel buildings
are constructed. This has sparked
outrage and has been the subject of
controversy in recent years. A 2009
L’Aquila quake claimed the lives of
11 university students and disaster repeated when 27 children of
San Giuliano di Puglia’s first grade
class were killed—while neighboring structures remained intact.
Perilous earthquakes follow with
criminal charges, usually arranged
against designers and planners of
the property. While new laws are
instituted for the latest buildings,
there is no protection in place for
the stunning Roman ruins and remaining medieval architecture.
The sights of Italy are often an-

cient and are highly susceptible to
ruin by earthquakes. Italy is not insensitive to this issue. Following a
calamity similar to this one, suggestions for improvement have been
made. Nevertheless, its citizens
have fallen victim to firm bureaucracy and funding scarcity. Italy is
a modern, prosperous country but
still has regions that are povertystricken. Seven years and $13.5 billion could not sustain or restore the
ancient city of L’Aquila.
Italy should not be reprimanded
for this tragedy. It possesses one of
the world’s most innovative building ciphers for the latest construction and is also home to venerable
places. The country is making an
instrumental decision to have new
progressive building codes, ensuring the protections of its citizens.
Natives of their beloved hometown
are plagued by this earthquake, but
we know Italy’s spirit will prevail.
-Maya Yegorova
Journalism ‘19
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USG urges students to
vote in local elections
THE USG REPORT

DANIEL DORNBAUM

O

ver the next two months,
you will all continue to
hear about the upcoming
presidential election. Most students, if not all, have already had
some interaction with the candidates through watching the news,
reading the newspaper or scrolling through social media.
When voting in November, at
the top of your ballot, you will see
all the familiar names of the presidential candidates. As you move
down the page, however, you may
not recognize some of the others.
These candidates are those running to be your state and local officials. From State Assembly zMembers and State Senators to judicial
delegates and district leaders,
these elections do not draw a lot of
press. They also have far less voter
turnout than national elections.
A lot of people believe that since
these elections are not as heavily publicized as the presidential
election, they mean less.
Although I do not have enough
column space to go into the job
description of every elected official, I want to highlight two local
positions that are extremely important to us as students at Baruch
College.
The state legislature is made
up of two bodies: the Assembly

and Senate. Like the Senate and
House of Representatives at the
federal level, they are respectively
the upper and lower houses of the
state legislature. These representatives, among many other things,
are responsible for passing the
state budget which includes funding for nearly half of all senior or
four-year colleges in CUNY. As
students, it is our responsibility
to hold these representatives accountable and prove to them that
funding for higher education, particularly CUNY, is a sound investment in our state’s future.
Some of the best ways we can
make this argument is by registering to vote, registering our fellow students to vote and turning
out to the polls. Each year, CUNY
hosts voter registration drives to
increase the number of students
who are registered. This year we
are looking to take that to another
level. On Sept. 27, Baruch will host
a voter registration block party
where we will look to register a record number of students.
Some of you may be wondering
why I am writing about the issue
of student voter turnout months
from the actual election. The New
York State primary election is actually going to be held on Tuesday,
Sept. 13. This will be the first time
you will be able to vote for your
local representatives as they vie
for a spot on their party’s ticket in
the general election in November.
I urge you all to research your local
representatives and play a part in
the political process.
Daniel Dornbaum is the president of USG. He can be reached at
daniel.dornbaum@usgbaruch.
com. His office is located at 3-272
in the Newman Vertical Campus.

Prison conditions need dire reform
THE POLITICKER

REUVEN GLEZER

T

he U.S. Department of Justice announced that the
federal use of private prisons would be ending, having determined that the privatization of
its correctional facilities have only
led to worse conditions and higher
costs. The decision, however, only
applies to 13 privately maintained
federal prisons; states and similar
local authorities can still choose
to transition public prisons into
private ones if they choose to do
so. This is a significant step for a
nation with the highest incarceration rate in the world, its prisons
employing some truly despicable
regulatory practices.
Private prisons are correctional facilities whose construction, management and operations
are contracted out to third-party
corporations by the government.
The industry will be quick to say
that privatizing prisons saves taxpayers money and relieves the
burden of the public prison system. However, the lesser costs in
question stem from the fact that
private prisons typically deal with
low-cost prisoners, those convicted of relatively minor crimes. This
has especially been the case since
2010, when three felons escaped
from a medium security prison in
Arizona that was privately owned
by the Management and Training
Corporation. They were eventually
recaptured, but a state investiga-

tion found that one of the primary
causes of the breakout was the eagerness to declare escapees a lesser risk in order to transfer them to
private management.
It is perhaps even more alarming that high-profile incidents in
MTC prisons were not unusual. In
2003, a riot broke out in a facility
in Eagle Mountain, Calif., where
prisoners were able to gain access
to kitchen equipment and other
forms of makeshift weaponry. The
privately employed guards quickly
made a break for it and called in
state guards from other prisons to
help handle the incident. In 2007,
MTC employees were found to
have been smuggling illegal immigrants into the state of Texas using
company vehicles.
Even after the Arizona breakout, MTC has continually obtained
contracts for prison management,
often followed by scandal. In the
years since the Arizona incident,
there have been instances of sexual assault, corruption and prisoner
abuse by MTC employees. These
incidents are isolated, but rather
reflect a pattern of negligence and
irresponsibility that has followed
the private prison industry ever
since its involvement in handling
the United States’ growing prison
population.
When the DOJ announced the
phase out of private prisons, the
stock value of major private prison
companies like GEO Group and
Corrections Corp took nosedives
before stabilizing. It is not difficult to imagine someone at the
head of such corporations taking
frantic measures to try and recoup
costs, such as attempting to privatize more state and local prisons
or partnering with the Immigrant
and Customs Enforcement to detain illegal immigrants. The ICE
tends to use county prisons to detain illegal immigrants, exempting

private prison corporations from
the ban on federal facilities. So
while their federal contracts may
be ending, private prison companies will likely make every attempt
they can to siphon money from the
lives of prisoners.
Potential cash grabs, like using
illegal immigrants instead of federal prisoners, employing more
aggressive efforts to gain state and
local contracts, or declaring dangerous prisoners as low-risk to get
more heads in more prisons should
provoke a nationwide crackdown
on private prisons. The U.S. prison
system is a mess as it is; the breaking of the private prison industry
would be a critical step in fixing issues that the system has today. The
DOJ stated that they found private
prisons to be more expensive, having less resources and being more
prone to recidivism.
The privatizing of federal prisons cannot be a celebrated event
but a powerful leap into a stronger
organization. More importantly,
none of the issues that came with
private prisons should have happened in the first place. Prisoners should not have been able to
escape, of course, but they should
not have been sexually assaulted,
beaten and starved in massive
chains of incidents that went unnoticed or, rather, willfully ignored.
As distant as prisons may be to
most of us, living, breathing people still reside there while paying
their debts to society. That means
trained professionals should be
helping establish order in their
prison lives while preparing them
for lives outside of them, not mismanaged, untrained guards who
run in the face of danger.
It is easy to forget that these
places still exist now with their
federal contracts ending. However,
without careful oversight the abuses will go on, and for far longer.

Deal with FARC brings necessary relief

EpiPen calls for inquiries

The Colombian government dismantled fear among its citizens when it called for its forces to disarm

Huge EpiPen price spikes reflect major company corruption in CEOs

A

n EpiPen is a syringe-like
device that administers
medicine to those having
a severe allergic reaction. It is administered into the individual’s
thigh, and allows the patient to
resume normal, or near-normal,
breathing until they can go see
a specialist. Carried by 43 million U.S. citizens on a daily basis,
EpiPens are usually used on children. However, young and older
adults carry them as well, ready
for use in the event of an incident.
They are vital to anyone with severe allergies. As they continue to
increase in price, however, parents and individuals are finding
it harder to afford this live-saving
medicine.
Mylan has been making headlines recently, but not for a good
reason. Mylan, the company that
bought EpiPen in 2007, has been
under fire ever since the price of
a two-pack of EpiPens rose over
$500 since 2009. Additional controversy surrounds the salary of
CEO Heather Bresch that has increased by a staggering 671 percent since 2007.
It is important to note that
the price of the EpiPen did not
increase overnight. People, nevertheless, are angry because insurance companies have been
covering the small hikes in costs
over the years. Consumers hardly
noticed the increases since they
were paying the same deductible.
However, with so many employers
opting for higher-deductible plans
for their workers, many employees
wind up shelling out more money.
Parents end up paying for EpiPens
anyway because they could never
put a price on the life of their child.
In a press release, Mylan defends this insane price-hike saying
that the increases “better reflect

fter years of negotiation,
the Colombian government and the Revolutionary
Armed Forces of Colombia, also
known as FARC, agreed to a peace
deal that would end the region’s
last major conflict. The 52-year
war was the longest running in the
Americas, leaving 220,000 people
dead and five million displaced.
The two sides were locked in
negotiations for four years, clearing hurdles and eliminating impasses. A huge breakthrough
was made in June, as the FARC
rebels agreed to a ceasefire.
The biggest success in their
negotiations, however, was announced last Wednesday when the
two sides struck a deal in Havana,
outlining a timetable for rebels to
lay down their arms. The deal also
opened up a pathway so that former
fighters could re-enter civilian life
and, in some cases, run for office.
This is not the first time agreements have been made by both
sides. A ceasefire was also declared in the 1980s, and FARC
entered the political landscape
through the Patriotic Union political party. Many of the parties’
leaders, however, were killed by
right-wing para-military forces.
Approximately 7,000 FARC
soldiers and commanders, many
of whom were kidnapped as children, are expected to disarm. Under a related agreement made
last year, these soldiers will also
enter a transitional justice system.
Those who confess to crimes during the war will receive reduced
sentences, which is thought to be
a more reasonable punishment.
In most cases the punishment will be community service.
Child soldiers, some as young as
15 years old, were also released
based on an agreement made in

May. The United Nations Children
Fund, UNICEF, will help these children reintegrate into civilian life.
Nonetheless, the deal has one
final hurdle to clear before it can
be ratified. The president of Colombia, Juan Manuel Santos, who
has staked his legacy on the deal,
must now sell it to the people
of Colombia. Citizens will vote
in an up-or-down referendum.
A majority of Colombians
welcome this agreement as a
promise to the end of a war that
has affected so many. The war
was one of the most emotionally charged issues in Colombia,
characterized primarily by various
kidnappings, massacres, indiscriminate killings and bombings.
However, the treaty is facing
strong political opposition. The
first and foremost of the deal’s
critics is Santos’ predecessor, Alvaro Uribe, whose term ended in
2010. He is widely credited for the
military gains that forced the FARC
rebels to the negotiating table.
Uribe is now leading an evergrowing force that is against the
deal. Opposition forces claim
this deal is nothing but amnesty
for former FARC fighters and
they feel that the deal breaks
the rule of law in Colombia.
Even if the agreement is ratified, it does not mean success.
The FARC guerillas promised
Marxist revolution for Colombia, but they have not delivered.
How will these former fighters integrate back into civilian life
when an overwhelming majority of them have only known war?
It is definitely not easy to revert
back to a life that has never been
known. Most of these fighters
only know and are acclimated
to situations of war and combat.
Colombians who lost loved

ones to this dreadful war are still
aching from the pain it has caused.
Will they be willing to let the FARC
fighters who brought them that
pain re-enter society? A simple
apology may not be enough.
What is most worrying, however,
is the uncertainty surrounding
whether or not FARC will give up
their control on their lucrative
drug trade in the nation—profits
may be too high to leave behind.
The FARC derived most of its income from the drug trade and is the
largest supplier of cocaine within
the United States. As far as the U.S.
government is concerned, FARC is
a terrorist organization. Even some
of the peace negotiators from
FARC were wanted by the U.S. government for a myriad of charges.
The
United
States
has
also provided billions of dollars in aid to train and better
equip the Colombian military.
Overall, this deal leaves much
to be desired. On one hand, this
terrible and disastrous conflict
seems to finally be over. The people of Colombia no longer have
to fear for their lives, especially
not when they go out to work or
relax. The Colombian government has also promised to make
substantial investments in rural
regions which, according to the
rebels, have long been neglected.
On the other hand, FARC
guerillas used kidnapping and
drug trafficking to finance its
war on the state. Fear and violence was its business and they
have terrorized thousands. While
the treaty has made strides toward peace, it leaves many questions, doubts and anger, especially among the combatants.
-Davon Singh
Digital Marketing ‘17

A

important product features and
the value the product provides.”
The value the product provides is
the preservation of an individual’s
life. Mylan seems to be okay with
putting a price on a human life. To
Mylan’s credit, it does offer $100off coupons, but when the average
deductible for just four EpiPens is
almost $1,500, the coupon hardly
puts a dent in the total cost.
While Mylan has offered a defense as to why the price of an
EpiPen is increasing, they have
not commented on why the CEO
and executive salaries are increasing so rapidly. It seems that those
in charge are lining their pockets
and living comfortably while the
product they produce is draining
its consumers’ own pockets.
Mylan should take responsibility and own up to this correlation. It
should also explain to its customers why they are paying more for
the same drug and why executives
are enjoying huge pay raises. The
longer the company stays quiet
on this issue, the more corruption
we can assume is happening within Mylan.
Because so many people rely on
an EpiPen to save their own life or
the life of their child in emergency
situations, people will not stop
buying them. Some parents are
turning to pharmacies that have
the drug imported from places like
Canada, where it is much cheaper.
Others are trying to recreate their
own syringes, a task that comes
with its own set of dangers. Mylan
maintains the monopoly on these
life-saving devices and has a powerful reach over the market. Mylan
is taking advantage of their grasp
and something needs to be done.
-Meghan Daly
Marketing ‘18
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Duterte must minimize drug efforts

Libel laws need defense

Filipino drug users should be dealt lighter penalties than murder at the hands of a police officer

ctress and comedian Leslie
Jones has been the recent
target of mean-spirited attacks on Twitter. A regular on
Saturday Night Live, Jones’ major breakthrough came when she
starred in the 2016 all-women remake of the 1984 Ghostbusters.
The film proved popular, grossing
$217,649,101 worldwide in its first
weekend, surpassing its production cost of $144 million.
Jones is a handsome woman
with strong features. She is a witty
and intelligent black woman with
a particularly humorous personality. Her detractors, however,
have ridiculed her for the way she
looks rather than her talent or lack
thereof. Hackers have, in extremely poor taste, posted nude photos
of her on social media platforms.
The attack with the most sting was
a picture of her with the face of Harambe, the gorilla.
Like comedian Jimmy Durante
famously said, “Everyone wants
to get into the act.” Everyone has
something to say, either true or
factually baseless, about this issue.
As useful as Twitter can be, it also
serves as a mask for anonymous
abuse and harassment, regardless
of the company’s implementation
of policies and practices prohibiting them. The social media company is not a vigilant gatekeeper.
Were it so, its customer base would
diminish quickly. Regardless,
Twitter is out to make money, not
act as a policeman.
The attack against Jones was orchestrated by Milo Yiannopoulos
of Breitbart, a nearly decade-old
conservative news and opinion
website. Yiannopoulos holds a
track record for scandal and fraudulent muckraking that exposes alleged scandal and irresponsible
mayhem. Twitter banned Yiannopoulous and his friends.
Jones took a firm stance and

T

he drug epidemic in the
Philippines began in 1972
when over 20,000 people
had started using marijuana. Various pieces of legislation against
drugs were passed in an attempt to
curb the issue.
Since then, the epidemic has
become a pivotal political point.
Rodrigo Duterte, the elected president of the Philippines, has promised to end the war on drugs and
has issued out a concrete plan in
order to achieve it. His triumph in
the election and intentions have
brought much joy to the people of
the Philippines.
Duterte has given passes to
otherwise inhumane activities in
order to curb the current drug epidemic. Not only are officials killing
people accused of being involved
with drugs, but citizens are also
given the power to do so along with
rewards.
Within only seven weeks into
his office, 712 people have been
killed by police operations and
1,067 have been killed at the hands
of citizens. Rewards have also been
put into place for officers who were
particularly efficient at catching
drug users. Because of this system,
police officers were more likely to
exhibit corruption, which creates
bias and the rise of unfair and difficult situations.
There have been 10,153 drugrelated arrests and over 600,000
suspects have given them-

selves in to authorities. These
drug-related arrests could easily
have been just accusations made
by officers who cared more about
receiving the benefit of the incentive as opposed to being fair and
doing the right thing.
As for the number of suspects,
many people grew paranoid that
they would be caught and killed. It
is not good for a country’s government to instill this kind of fear in
its citizens.
The amount of shootings have
gotten so out of control that many
Philippine citizens are starting to
fear for their lives. Accusations of
drug possession do not follow a judicial process of investigation that
ensures that those accused are indeed guilty of the crime.
Duterte loathes drugs and he
has made that conviction clear. He
shows no empathy for those who
have fallen to unfortunate drug
addiction.
Drug addiction is a psychological problem that many people
have been able to overcome. These
are normal people who deserve
a second chance to make their
lives meaningful again. However,
Duterte refuses to acknowledge
any of these points and has asked
police officers and vigilantes to kill
drug addicts as well.
The United Nations aims to
bring peace and to interfere with
any nation that violates the rights
of its citizenry. It has seen that

Drug addition is a psychological problem that many
people have been able to overcome. These are normal
people who deserve a second chance to make their lives
meaningful again.

simply killing people will not solve
the problem.
Everyone deserves a legal and
fair way to justice. In particular,
clemency should be shown because people with drug addictions
also have families.
Duterte has threatened to withdraw from the United Nations if it
keeps asking him to stop the killings. Duterte has taken the war on
drugs very personally and it seems
as though he feels that if he does
not kill everyone associated with
drugs, his ego will be hurt.
He has put his focus on drugs
while the country suffers of endemic corruption, poverty, abuse
of rights, impunity and poor
health. He has even cut the country’s budget for health to use for
the war against drugs.
Drugs have the ability to damage people considerably. Their use
destroys families and relationships
on a psychological, emotional and
financial level.
It is a problem that needs to be
solved from its roots. Drug lords in
charge of the production and distribution of drugs deserve to be
punished for their crime since it
causes great destruction. Murdering people, however, is the easy
way out. It is also the more inhumane alternative.
Those accused of being involved with drugs deserve a fair
process of investigation to prove
that they are guilty, which should
also be accompanied by a prosecution.
The Philippines claims to be a
democratic nation, but with no interference from the legislative and
judicial branch, it is starting to look
like totalitarian regime.
-Yesenia Barrios
Journalism ‘18

A

did not let Twitter get away with
giving Yiannopoulous a light punishment for his scurrilous behavior. She met with Twitter CEO Jack
Dorsey, who apologized. Jones,
however, remained adamant and
closed her account afterward.
Breitbart’s employees are no
strangers to defying Constitutional
virtues, such as the right to privacy. Breitbart’s Bob Gannon, for example, now advocates on behalf of
Donald Trump’s campaign which
has orchestrated attacks against
Planned Parenthood. Breitbart
skirts the limit of free speech, and
thus escapes libel, as the rightwing new mouthpiece cynically
uses the Constitution to malign
unsuspecting victims. Clearly
some Breitbart employees may not
respect personal boundaries.
Jones is a victim of the cynical
use of freedom of the press for vindictive and racial motives. But she
is in a position to fight back thanks
to who she is professionally.
Jones may walk away with scars
but that will stop neither her career, nor the sharp knife of her wit
that pokes its blade into the smallminded, ungenerous attacks
against her and others.
She may be well able to fight
against her attackers, but it is important to consider the presence
of online attacks for people who
are not as resilient. This brings up
the matter of the social utility of
mindless gossip and irresponsible
remarks which, for better or worse,
are protected by the First Amendment.
Were we in England, where
libel law is more flexible, such attacks might be reduced. Online
harassment and attacks still remain a major dilemma for U.S.
freedom of speech.
-Robert Cambria
Journalism
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College social media app expands to 30 new campuses in NYC
CONTINUED FROM THE FRONT PAGE
Foenko explains, “I thought
at first it was not a very good
idea because people already used
Facebook and other competing
social media outlets. But using the
app feels more personally connected than getting random likes
on Facebook.”
Tapt is organized so that students can solely access the feed of
their own college campus. Anyone
can post on the app upon becoming a registered and verified user.
Students are also able to see trends
in other school feeds, but they are
not able to add to them.
The app launched in three senior CUNY colleges, Baruch College among them. Recently the app
hit its stride and it is set to branch
out into 30 other universities across
the state. Initially, the creators intended for the app to branch as
far out nationally as possible. They
later agreed that they wanted to
keep the attention regional for the
time being. Tapt is set to launch in
30 colleges in the upcoming two
weeks in New York State.
Tapt has also teamed up with
Slumped NYC, a party-planning
organization with hopes of revolutionizing the college party scene.
The partnership will help Slumped
NYC engage students across various campuses through the platform, which can be used to create
events and send invitations out
exclusively to members on the app.
Tapt has also grown organically,
employing campus ambassadors to
promote the app within individual
colleges by hosting events, doing

COURTESY OF MAHMOUD KHEDR

After a successful launch at Baruch and two other CUNY campuses, Tapt is ready to expand to 30 more campuses in New York.
giveaways and speaking to interested students. These campus ambassadors have been going around
to various CUNY campuses in particular and advertising the app. Every student who signed up for the
app received something in return.
When asked how he thinks
Tapt has accumulated so much
success, Muskaj said, “we worked
our asses off. We made sure we listened to our users.” He mentioned
that the team never stops meeting because their priority at the
moment is fixing any system bugs
before the hard launch. “Our other
founder is very active. He inter-

acts with a lot of users with the app
and a lot of them reach out to him
if there’s a problem or if they have
something to add. We also take users out to lunch and talk to them.
We offer user testing. We look at a
lot of analytics,” Muskaj clarified
while working with his team at a local Starbucks.
The real success began, it seems,
when an arbitrary user found the
app and brought it to his college
campus at the University of South
Alabama. The user added all of his
friends to Tapt and the app quickly
became a thriving hotspot of activity in the university. The University

Parties diverge on economic policies
BY MARIA MARKOWICZ
MANAGING EDITOR

The current election cycle is
unlike any other in the past, with
Donald Trump, a candidate with
strong business background who
promises to put the country first,
battling against Hillary Clinton, a
seasoned politician with an economic plan that promises wider
investments to improve living
conditions of the lower and middle
classes.
Because the United States is
currently the world’s largest economy, voters should consider each
candidate’s platform in order to
choose a leader who will be able
to steer the economy in the right
direction.
Though Trump’s platform
seems ever-changing—the candidate is known to shift his opinion
on issues between interviews—his
economic policy remained largely
unchanged since he announced
his candidacy in 2015. Most recently, Trump summarized his
plans for the economy at the Detroit Economic Club.
“When we abandoned the
policy of America First, we started
rebuilding other countries instead
of our own,” said Trump in the
speech, according to a transcript
posted on his campaign’s website. “The skyscrapers went up in
Beijing, and in many other cities
around the world, while the factories and neighborhoods crumbled
in Detroit.”
In his Detroit speech, Trump
proposed simplifying the tax code
and reducing the income tax, hoping that the latter will lead to the
creation of well-paying jobs. This
will also be fueled by a 15 percent
cap on businesses’ income tax. Additionally, Trump wants to get rid
of loopholes that are often used by

large corporations.
Trump also wants to get rid of
trade deals that he views as harmful to the U.S. economy, particularly the Trans-Pacific Partnership and the North American
Free Trade Agreement. The idea
is also combined with increasing
tariffs on products coming from
countries, like Mexico and China,
with which the United States has
reached high trade deficits.
“Trade has big benefits, and
I am in favor of trade. But I want
great trade deals for our country
that create more jobs and higher
wages for American workers. Isolation is not an option, only great
and well-crafted deals are,” Trump
said in the Detroit speech.
However, a Politico article argues that raising tariffs on imports
from those countries would soon
be followed by higher prices for
products that the United States imports, most of which are raw materials. This, in turn, may actually
hurt U.S. businesses.
By cutting back on environmental restrictions that came into
effect during President Barack
Obama’s administration, Trump
hopes to bring back jobs to states
that lost them because of the effects these restrictions had on
the coal industry. This, however,
would weaken the global initiative
to fight climate change.
Like Trump, Clinton wants to
close tax loopholes that corporations use, cut taxes on the middle
class and small businesses and
end the TPP, her official campaign
website states.
She takes Trump’s ideas a step
further, however, with the proposal
of an exit tax that would charge
companies for moving out of the
United States.
As for the banks and the idea of
“reigning over Wall Street,” Clinton

proposed a tax on “harmful highfrequency trading,” creating rules
to make the stock markets more
open and raising taxes on banks
whose actions pose a threat to the
well-being of the U.S. economy.
The differences between the
two candidates are even more
prominent when one looks at how
they plan to tackle poverty and
income inequality. Clinton proposed investments in infrastructure, manufacturing and small
businesses in order to create wellpaying jobs.
She also wants to raise the minimum wage to $12, while allowing
cities or states to raise the minimum wage even further. She also
supports the overtime rules passed
by Obama and wants to encourage
companies to train and invest in
their workers. In contrast, Trump
wanted to achieve these goals by
cutting the income tax.
In a speech in New York, Clinton said, “previous generations of
Americans built the greatest economy and strongest middle class
the world has ever known on the
promise of a basis bargain: if you
work hard and do your part, you
should be able to get ahead. And
when you get ahead, America gets
ahead. But over the past several
decades, that bargain has eroded.
Our job is to make it strong again.”
For the younger generation,
Clinton proposed college debt relief and a possibility of debt-free
college, which would make higher
education more accessible and
make well-paying jobs more accessible to the public.
While both candidates have
their own ideas as to how the economic policy should rule, it is up to
the voters to make the right decision as to which candidate is more
suited to be the next president of
the United States.

of South Alabama provided an expansion beyond anything that was
expected.
The app expanded to Alabama
accidentally, but it proved fruitful
when it created a huge user base
outside of the east coast. It brought
a new audience in another part of
the country and increased the app’s
success and reputation.
Before Tapt became its own
bold interface, Muskaj and his
friends tried to develop “Linute,” an
app that is described as Tapt’s predecessor. Unfortunately, Linute did
not take off, but its failure led to the
team turning to public fundraising

for a fresh attempt. Tapt generated
$23,000 on Kickstarter initially, surpassing its goal by over $2,000.
After receiving this kind of public support, Muskaj and Nabeel
Alamgir, co-founder and CEO of
Tapt, developed various features
on the app. They launched Baruch’s beta in spring 2016. Eightyone percent of their users during
this launch came back, a shocking
retention rate for first-time apps.
Their user basis began to grow by
an average of 20 percent per week.
One of Tapt’s most attractive
features includes an anonymous
component designed to let users
have an honest conversation and
ask anything without fear of repercussion or judgment. With this
feature, cyberbullying is a risk that
increases significantly, but the developers and creators behind Tapt
have installed screening software
that checks in with the user prior
to posting any seemingly malicious content. Accounts can also
be blocked by the moderators if
necessary.
Tapt seems to be looking at a
lot of potential success due to its
sudden growth in popularity and
geographically widening expansion. Muskaj hopes that the app
will function as its own social dynamic where students can set up,
keep track of events and convene
without the interference of authority figures.
“I think college students are
looking for this kind of social platform with no professors and no risk
for potential employers to see the
stupid stuff they’re doing on campus,” Foenko agrees.

Research data generates
ambiguous conclusions
BY CALVIN RONG
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Statistics are an important part
of understanding the world around
us. When read correctly, they can
reveal a lot of information. Though
there are many common ways that
statistics can be honest, it is also
very easy to grossly misrepresent
the findings.
One possibility for misinterpreting statistics has its roots in
how statistics report averages. Averages are helpful when one tries
to understand general statistics
about large groups, but it is important to understand averages within
context. A study looking into the
effects of teaching styles on academic achievement can conclude
that on average, group discussions
can lead to better test scores than
lecture classes. This report seems
to indicate that a group discussion
is a more effective form of teaching
than lectures.
While the statement may be
true, coming up with a conclusion
is a matter of understanding how
large the difference between the
two possible outcomes is.
If the lecture group on average
scored two points lower than the
discussion group, then the difference is negligible and, once understood comparatively, this statistic
does not lead to the conclusion that
more discussions groups should be
implemented in educational settings.
Another important fact to keep
in mind is the groups that are being compared. Take a commonly
misunderstood statistic: women
get paid 25 cents less than men.
When hearing a headline like that,
it is easy to assume that the groups

being compared are comparable.
In reality, that commonly-cited
statistic is measuring all men and
all women in general. This does
not take into consideration each
gender’s education, job, time
spent within an industry and other
important factors. This is not to say
that a gender pay gap does not exist. Rather, it is not as extreme as 75
cents to the dollar.
When controlled for similar
men and women in similar fields,
the gap shrinks to only two cents
to the dollar, which is much less
dramatic.
The way a study defines its
terms or how its variables are operationally defined are also extremely important. The New York
Times reported that one out of
every four women will experience
sexual assault on campus. To support this claim, the publication
cited a survey done by the Association of American Universities.
Among other issues such as improper sampling, this survey had
a very vague definition of what defines sexual assault. Their definition included some non-arguable
components of sexual assault like
nonconsensual sexual contact,
but it also included sexual touching which is a vague term that further included acts such as rubbing
and even kissing. All of this adds
up to a very alarmist and sensationalized statistic. This is not to
say sexual assault is not a problem,
but alarmist headlines do not help
anyone.
Studies can misreport information or have issues with biases and
improper sampling and therefore,
as consumers of statistics, it is important to dig deeper and to view
things critically.
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Yellen delivers Jackson Hole speech, suggests rate hike is near
BY PAUL JOH
BUSINESS EDITOR

Stronger consumer spending
and positive jobs report results
have paved the way for the possibility of an interest rate hike before the
end of the year. In December 2015,
when the Federal Reserve raised
interest rates for the first time in
nearly a decade, many analysts expected that the Fed would also implement a tighter monetary policy.
In her keynote speech at this
year’s annual economic symposium in Jackson Hole, Wyoming,
Fed Chairwoman Janet Yellen suggested just that, saying, “The case
for an increase in the federal funds
rate has strengthened in recent
months .”
Stocks moved slightly higher
following the news, but retreated before the end of the trading
session.
The debate as to when the interest rates should be raised is a battle
that the Fed has been fighting since
economic conditions improved following the 2008 financial crisis.
Earlier this year, the Fed projected that interest rates would increase by a whole percentage point.
However, a disappointing May jobs
report wiped out most of the hawkish sentiment in the central bank.
U.S. employers only added about
38,000 jobs in comparison to the
168,000 expected.
The Brexit, which was voted on
shortly after, forced the Fed to hold
off any rate hikes until it could get
a clearer picture of the economy.
Investors were quick to sell off risky
assets, punishing the equities markets. Despite the setbacks, the Fed
is confident that it can get back on
track to increase its benchmark
rates as new economic data show
signs of progress in productivity
and inflation.
The June and July jobs reports
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A strengthening labor market has given the Federal Reserve conﬁdence to make interest rate increases as earlier as September.
beat analysts’ estimates, adding
287,000 and 255,000 new jobs in
June and July, respectively. Most
of the Brexit aftershocks have also
subsided as a rally in stock prices
helped move all three U.S. major
stock indexes to record highs earlier this month.
One of the major reports the Fed
will be keeping an eye out for, following the Jackson Hole meeting,
will be the August jobs report. If the
results beat analysts’ forecasts, it
will be the third consecutive month
to do so and it will reassure the
Fed’s sentiment for rate hikes.
The Federal Open Market Committee’s Summary of Economic

Projection in June shows a “70 percent probability that the federal
funds rate will be between 0 and
3-1/4 percent at the end of next
year and between 0 and 4-1/2 percent at the end of 2018.”
In her Jackson Hole speech, Yellen noted that her current focus is
on “the policy tools that are needed
to ensure that we have a resilient
monetary policy framework… As
I will argue, one lesson from the
crisis is that our pre-crisis toolkit was inadequate to address the
range of economic circumstances
that we faced.”
The financial crisis exposed gaps
in the previous system and brought

to attention some of its shortfalls.
In response, the Fed introduced
several new policies, including the
authority to pay interest on excess
reserves as well as to make largescale asset purchases.
In countries like Japan and Switzerland, the central banks have adopted negative interest rates in order to stimulate the economy. Negative interest rates are put in place
to boost bank lending and force
individuals to increase spending.
By charging a subzero rate, central
banks are charging a fee for keeping money tucked away in savings
accounts. However, this policy has
led to mixed results, as some banks

are seeing their consumers saving
more money than they spend.
Following Yellen’s speech, Fed
Vice Chairman Stanley Fischer
noted the potential for two rate
hikes this year. His remarks sent the
Dow Jones Industrial Average falling 53.01 points and the S&P 500
was down 3.43 points. In contrast,
the U.S. currency strengthened,
as currency traders saw the dollar
headed for a major breakout in the
near future.
Against the Japanese Yen, the
U.S. dollar soared over 3 percent.
Some investors, however, are still
doubtful that there will even be
an increase in interest rates this
year. The Fed has been discussing
when it should raise rates since the
last time it did so took place in December 2015. The Fed has already
skipped the move to raise rates five
times this year and there are three
more FOMC meetings remaining
in 2016.
Despite positive remarks on the
health and improvement of the
economy so far, Yellen also commented that “the economic outlook is uncertain, and so monetary
policy is not on a preset course.”
The Fed needs to be cautious
proceeding with monetary policy
because a shift at the wrong time
could have major consequences.
If the Fed continues to push off
interest-rate increases, the wait
could drive yield-seeking investors
to emerging markets or other riskier investments that could provide
higher returns. However, if the Fed
does the opposite, and increases
rates too soon, the move could stall
overall growth.
No one can know for sure where
the economy is headed. As history
shows, economic projections have
been blindsided by unexpected
shortcomings and the only thing
certain about the economy is the
uncertainty.
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Frank Ocean releases Blonde, makes radical return as artist
BY VICTORIA MERLINO
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

In the four years following the
release of his critically-acclaimed
album Channel Orange, Frank
Ocean has grown into a modern
myth. Aside from a handful of blog
posts, a smattering of guest spots
and a few cryptic release date announcements for an album that
consistently failed to materialize,
the RnB star’s voice remained inexplicably elusive.
Ocean slowly became something of an internet legend, spawning hundreds of memes about
his disappearance from the music scene and thousands of forlorn tweets from fans hungry for
new music.
The internet has morphed into a
riot of fanatical devotees as Ocean
makes a radical return, debuting
two albums in two days. The visual album, Endless, was released
through Apple Music by Def Jam
Recordings and its parent company, Universal Music Group. His
other album, Blonde, was released
on Apple Music and iTunes by
Ocean’s own label, Boys Don’t Cry.
Blonde serves as Ocean’s more
conventional release of the two,
although calling the album conventional does it a disservice. Amid
sparse beats, a gauzy production
and minimal guest vocals from
artists Beyonce and Andre 3000,
the album spins through Ocean’s
favorite topics of love, loss, drugs
and nostalgia for things and people
long gone. Songs float in and out in
dreamlike interludes, almost directionless if not for the insistence of
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Four years after releasing Channel Orange, two new releases from Ocean show his ability to be a great storyteller and vocalist.
Ocean’s voice.
Almost all of the songs on
Blonde have an insular quality, as
though Ocean was singing only
to himself and the listener has
stumbled upon him by chance. On
tracks like “White Ferrari,” and the
Stevie Wonder cover “Close to You,”
Ocean laments the disconnect he
feels from his former lovers and
yearns for earlier relationships.
“Pink + White,” details the failing of one of Ocean’s relationships
as he realizes they cannot stay at
the pinnacle of happiness forever,
while on “Ivy,” Ocean reassures a
lost love that, “It’s quite alright to
hate me now when we both know

that deep down, the feeling deep
down is still good.”
One of the most complex facets
of romance on the album stems
from Ocean’s mentions of his bisexuality.
The minimalist “Good Guy,” encapsulates this, describing a blind
date with a man at a gay bar that
ends poorly once Ocean realizes
that the man is just there for “a late
night out” while Ocean is seeking
more. The outro of this song depicts
two friends talking about romantic
aspirations, with one man complaining about how a woman broke
his heart, while the other gives only
an uncomfortable “I don’t f*** with

b****** no more,” implying that
he is gay. In a musical genre not
known for its acceptance of LGBT
people, Ocean stands alone to sing
about these issues.
Meanwhile, with no track listing and an almost hour-long film
of Ocean assembling a staircase,
Endless is the true enigma of the
two. With no concrete album for
sale and its music only available
via watching the film, Endless has
been overshadowed by Blonde in
many respects and has received
less critical acclaim and commercial success.
The contention between Endless and Blonde, it appears, may

not be completely unintentional.
As confirmed by Billboard, Endless fulfilled Ocean’s contractual
obligations to Def Jam, allowing
him to break from his contract with
the label and release Blonde on his
own label, Boys Don’t Cry. The exit
was not entirely surprising—
Ocean’s struggles with Def Jam
have been long documented, with
Ocean even releasing a mixtape
outside of his record deal with Def
Jam in 2011.
Universal, for its part, quickly
put out an indefinite moratorium
on one platform streaming exclusives, but both Endless and Blonde
were already released to the public.
Ocean joins the ranks of musicians
that are exclusively streaming new
music—ranks that include highly
popular figures such as Kanye West
and Chance the Rapper.
Without a record label himself,
Chance has become the poster
child for music streaming, with
his recent Coloring Book becoming the first streaming exclusive
album to break into the Billboard
200. Whether Ocean will follow in
his footsteps remains to be seen,
but the release of Blonde sends yet
another jolt through the weakening stranglehold record labels have
on the industry.
“Sometimes I feel like a god
but I’m not a god,” Ocean sings on
Blonde’s “Futura Free,” a sentiment
that will echo itself as his fame only
continues to grow.
As Ocean progresses as an artist, there is no telling what the future holds for him, Def Jam and the
new era of music streaming that he
now represents.

FYF Fest takes over Los Angeles by storm Rihanna collaborates
Annual two-day festival welcomes party-seekers from all over, fills up stages with star-studded lineup
with Puma, hikes up sales
BY OMER SEMAN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Some call it summer, others call
it festival season. From Electric
Daisy Carnival and Governors Ball
to Glastonbury and Lollapalooza,
sonic bliss can be found around
the world. Los Angeles welcomed
party-seekers with its annual FYF
Festival over the last weekend of
August. It makes up for its abbreviated runtime with a diverse set list
and cozy arenas. Relatively small
acts got a chance to shine and Museum of Love is no exception.
Founded by former LCD Soundsystem drummer Pat Mahoney
and Dennis McNany, the group
featured thumping bass chords,
melodic keys and smooth vocals
led by Mahoney. Hints of newwave, jazz and indie cut through
the air as the live ensemble thoroughly grooved the modest-sized
crowd during their 40-minute jam.
Mahoney casually tossed the
microphone away and left the
stage as his bandmates hammered
away the final seconds of their set.
With the headliners still hours
away, there was no better time to
explore the venue and introduce
oneself to fresh sounds.
Sam Shepard, who performs
under the name “Floating Points,”
was the perfect stopgap between
the unknown and the mainstream.
The English DJ/neuroscientist
glided through a three-hour set as
the intimate Woods Stage filled to
the brim with high-waisted jean
shorts and Kobe Bryant jerseys.
The outdoor venue transformed
into a nightclub; the shimmering
disco balls reflected the setting sun
and smoke machines added to the
vintage aesthetic.
Two strangers flowed as one
at the front of the dance floor

for a 20-minute stretch before
taking a minute to embrace and
laugh at the spontaneous experience. Whether it was group of
friends, a pair of strangers or a solitary soul, the mesmerizing tunes
of Floating Points liberated their
minds and bodies and allowed
them to just dance.
As nightfall crept onto Exposition Park, the Main Stage area
teemed with thousands of patrons
hyped on adrenaline and whatever
they could get past security.
Grimes had the spotlight and
matched the crowd’s enthusiasm with her guttural screams
and quick-tempo beats. In between songs, she candidly talked
about malfunctioning equipment,
how she could not hear what
she played, but loved the moment
anyway.
When she waved goodbye and
concluded her act, the crowd immediately began to shift forward in
hopes of getting closer to the final
two performers, Tame Impala and
Kendrick Lamar.
The cool Los Angeles air gave
little relief as masses of eager spectators nudged their way as near to
the stage as possible. A white canvas descended from the top of the
stage and served as the backdrop
for a psychedelic light show; Tame
Impala is just as entrancing visually as they are sonically.
“Nangs,” a song distilled to its
most hypnotic roots, greeted front
man Kevin Parker, Jay Watson,
Dominic Simper, Cam Avery and
Julien Barbagallo to the stage. They
transitioned right into “Let It Happen,” the lead single from their latest album Currents.
At that point, few people cared
about how cramped they were or if
their feet were getting stomped on
because the music sedated their

pain and left only pleasure.
Tame Impala closed with “New
Person, Same Old Mistakes,” a
song Parker gladly allowed pop
icon Rihanna to cover on Anti. He
hoped the crowd would enjoy the
final act, Kendrick Lamar, which
is like tossing a raw steak to a lion
and hoping it finishes its meal.
Needless to say, even though
he was a bit late, the Comptonnative destroyed the performance.
The second he was spotted, a wave
of fans rushed to the front of the
stage. From “untitled 07 | 20142016,” to “Alright,” Lamar overwhelmed the crowd.
The heat from the pyrotechnics
could be felt from 30 feet away, but
that only compounded the intensity of his set. A mosh pit formed
during “M.A.A.D. City,” one of the
rapper’s most passionate performances, that raged on for the duration of the song.
Challenged by an unimpressed
spectator, he responded by reciting “For Free?” with barely a single
breath.
He concluded by shouting out
his “day one” fans and spoke of
how the positive feedback he received from various youths about
“A.D.H.D.” inspired him to push
his music career to new heights.
The lineup of FYF consisted of
Wolf Parade, Junior Boys, Boogie,
Kamaiyah, Rae Sremmurd and
Young Thug to name a few. The
event showcased many genres of
music, including rock, indie, electronic, as well as art installations
and sculptures.
For nearly 12 hours, Los Angeles was the center of the music universe. FYF united thrashers and
bangers with groovers and swayers
under an umbrella of chill vibes
and fun times. And that was only
the first day.

BY BRIANA ALFORD-JONES
CONTRIBUTING WRTER

Rihanna has catapulted herself
into the spotlight of the enternatinment industry with her recent
achievements. From her Anti album going Platinum in just two
days after its release to her recent
MTV Michael Jackson Video Vanguard Award, she is showing no
signs of slowing down her career.
She pushes the limit with her lyrics
and her elaborate music videos.
Besides her risque music, she is
also a style icon.
In April 2015, the world got a
taste of the Fenty x Puma collection in which Rihanna was the
new creative director and brand
ambassador. The collaboration
was a success, leaving rivals like
Nike and Adidas in the dust. Puma
has been in constant competition
with Adidas and Adidas had been
surpassing them until this collaboration.
Since Rihanna joined Puma,
company sales for them are reportedly up 17.1 percent and they
made $975 million last quarter
thanks to Rihanna’s sneakers.
NPD, one of the world’s largest
marketing research companies,
found that Rihanna’s collaboration with Puma was more successful than other collaborations
which included celebrities like Beyonce and Jennifer Lopez.
The NPD also reported that she
is now the best celebrity endorsement hire in the sporting goods
category.
Rihanna’s highly-popular faux
fur sandals are the most talked
about item along with her suede
Creeper sneaker. Last fall, the $120
Creeper sneaker was sold out within three hours of its pre-sale launch.
Not only do her fans admire her

style but so do her fellow celebrities. The Weeknd and Lena Dunham have been spotted wearing
the Creeper sneaker. The fact that
her line is not outrageously priced
like fellow celebrity Kanye West’s
line, I Feel Like Pablo, makes it alluring to the average Rihanna fan
on a budget.
According to Bjorn Gulden,
CEO of Puma, Rihanna is very
hands-on and very particular
about what she wants. This is just
another intricate part of why the
line has been so successful.
The event that really catapulted
this success was the fashion show
for the new collection. Most of
the collection was in black and
white which gave vampy vibes to
the show.
There were elongated dark
trees scattered across the runway
while lightning bolts flashed everywhere. Models wore cutout
jumpsuits, oversized hoodies,
platform Creepers, boxers and
extra-long coach jackets.
The details of her newest collection with Puma have been kept
quiet. On Aug. 23, there was a teaser photo posted showing the singer in a black hoodie with “Puma”
written in white. The official release date was mentioned on that
same day through Rihanna’s Twitter and Instagram. As of now the
public can expect her new line to
launch on Sept. 6.
Rihanna has accomplished so
much in this past year alone and
since she puts her all into whatever she does, it is no surprise that
she has more projects in the works
for this year. She is set to star in
Oceans 8 and Bates Motel.
Rihanna’s success with Puma
is just a starting point and with the
next collection, consumers can expect to be just as amazed.
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Anderson, Stolt release studio album Invention of Knowledge
BY LUIS LUCERO
STAFF WRITER

Collaborative albums are a dime
a dozen in today’s pop, rhythm and
blues world. But in rock ‘n’ roll, especially in a subgenre like progressive rock, they are very few and far
in between, which is why when albums like Invention of Knowledge
come out, a sizeable amount of
hype is created for them.
This new album brings together
two legends from both the classic
and modern eras of progressive
rock—vocalist Jon Anderson, formerly of Yes fame, and guitarist Roine Stolt, of Transatlantic and The
Flower Kings fame.
On the surface, the concept of
the album is absolutely ingenious.
With both musicians putting their
talents together in one package,
it would truly be a marriage of old
and new that will appeal to all fans
of progressive rock. The final product, however, is both enjoyable and
surprisingly disappointing. While
musically it is a delight to the ears,
one cannot help but feel that it
comes off as a tad half-baked.
As far as a track list goes, it primarily consists of three extended
suites and one standalone track.
The album opens up with the
23-minute title suite. Right off the
bat, the real problem with the album manifests itself. Even though
it says “Anderson/Stolt” on the
cover, it is very clear just by listening to the album that Anderson’s
presence will lead to an overload of
Yes nostalgia.
From the guitar to the bass and
keyboards, everything about the
music sounds like it came from
a classic Yes album. Stolt’s guitar
work on the album in particular
will definitely bring flashbacks of
Steve Howe’s delicate guitar playing. Similar to Yes, the album likes
to dabble with various other types

of musical genres such as jazz fusion, symphonic rock and even
Oriental music.
Disappointedly, despite making a name for himself as guitarist
of The Flower Kings, Stolt complacently resorts to making the guitar sound as Yes-like as possible,
rather than bringing something to
the table that is more in tune to his
own band. Every once in a while, a
Flowers King-inspired guitar moment shows up throughout the album, but those moments are just
that and the song immediately goes
back to copying Howe’s style.
And while Anderson is undoubtedly one of the greatest singers in progressive rock, Stolt, who
is also a good singer in his own
right, is never given a chance to
provide co-lead vocals on any of
the songs, or better yet, perform a
duet with Anderson.
Despite the semi-uninspired
feel of the overall music, the music
itself is still nevertheless a delight
to the ears. Listeners will undoubtedly get flashbacks to classic Yes
songs like “Close to the Edge” and
“And You & I” while listening to
the album.
And after all these years, Anderson’s vocals have not lost one
ounce of his trademarked falsetto
that defined Yes in the ‘70s and
‘80s. The Howe-esque guitar work
really leads the album and the
subsequent backing band really
augments the overall Yes feel of
the songs.
Throughout the album, several
musicians that have worked with
Anderson and Stolt in the past reconvene for Invention of Knowledge. Two of Stolt’s bandmates
from The Flower Kings, Jonas Reingold and Felix Lehrmann, take up
bass guitar and drums, while Tom
Brislin of 2001’s Yessymphonic
Tour performs all the keyboards.
In essence, the best of both art-

COURTESY OF INSIDEOUT RECORDS

Stolt (left) and Anderson (right) are two artists from diﬀerent eras working together to create the best music for progressive rock.
ists’ bands are being showcased on
the album and it results in a band
that could arguably be musically
stronger than the current iteration of Yes, namely the post-Chris
Squire lineup.
The lengthy suites themselves
are definitely akin to Yes’ 1973
double album Tales From Topographic Oceans. But surprisingly,
they are structured and written far
better here than on Tales. While
Yes’ double album had moments
of progressive rock greatness sandwiched between long and droning
moments of needlessly lengthy instrumentation, Anderson and Stolt
actually succeed in crafting out
three solidly structured pieces of
music that flow smoothly.
As is common with progressive

rock, there is an underlying concept that ties all the tracks together.
The way Anderson puts it, the main
theme of the album is about “The
invention of our understanding of
the world around us.” Such a concept is definitely par for the course
with Anderson, whose primary
lyrical themes across Yes and his
solo career involve pacifism and
spirituality.
As contrived as it is, even for a
progressive rock album, the concept adds a sense of familiarity that
will not scare off longtime listeners.
Even the music itself contributes
to theme, from the volume shifting
guitar to the Rick Wakeman-esque
wall of keyboards and even the
rhythm section, with bass guitar inspired by the late great Squire and

Alan White-esque drum work.
While it may come off as a bit of
a missed opportunity for the ultimate progressive album, Anderson
and Stolt’s Invention of Knowledge
does well enough in some areas to
warrant, at the very least, one complete listening session.
Hopefully both a tour and, better yet, a follow-up record will
be announced that expand on
the general idea and make it into
something more of a true collaborative effort between two incredibly
talented musicians.
But if this album has at least
one definite thing going for it, it
is at least vastly better than the
last two studio albums that Anderson’s former band have put out
without him.

Spears makes stylistic comeback with highly anticipated album
BY MAXIM IBADOV
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

There is nothing people love
more than a good comeback. First
an accelerated rise to fame, then a
disgraced fall into abyss with years
of struggle and finally, a blindingly
triumphant return. Nobody knows
about a good comeback better than
Britney Spears.
It is the year 2016 and Spears is
not a troubled starlet anymore but
chic pop royalty. Her long-anticipated performances at this year’s
Billboard and MTV Music Video
Awards have been applauded by
critics. And her new album Glory
proves that she still has all eyes
on her.
After multiple albums of experimentation, Spears makes a stylistic comeback with Glory. For her
ninth long play, Spears abandons
her previous efforts to rush after
the trends and decides to do what
she does best—be sexy and innocent only the way she can. Echoing
her 2001 eponymous album Britney, Glory is all about being a woman in an era when sex is no longer
just sex.
However, Britney was made
from a perspective of a 21-year-old
woman who was exploring herself
and the world around her. “I’m not
a girl/ Not Yet a Woman” was the
pivotal aspect of that era. Fifteen
years later, Spears has become not
just a woman, but a single mother
of two teenagers.
She made it through the worst
celebrity meltdown of all time and
has risen like a phoenix. She is not
exploring herself anymore—she
cements her legacy.
Being an artistic return to her
roots, Glory can easily be dubbed
as one of Spears’ best albums. It is
simply for the fact that it is full of
her strong artistic presence that we
have not experienced in more than

10 years.
It is not just her name and computerized vocals, but her unique
timbre, her charming personality
and of course, her signature spoken hooks on “Private Show” and
“What You Need.” The audience
welcomes back an individual style
and a character that made Spears
an American sweetheart. There is
enthusiasm in her voice and confidence in her delivery. When she
asks, “Do You Wanna Come Over?,”
it is impossible to say no.
This album is unified in its
theme—mature sensuality. Every
note, every syllable is saturated
with pure gentle sensuality, making
this album stand out among other
current releases. Glory opens with
“Invitation,” welcoming us into the
world of “Mrs. Britney Shameless.”
A track that is erotic to its core,
“Invitation,” sets up the mood
for the rest of the album. For the
lead single “Make Me (Ooh),”
Spears teams up with rapper GEazy to create an ode to physical
pleasure that sets bodies in motions. Glory is essentially a musical
synesthesia—it makes us absorb it
with our senses and respond to it
with our desires.
Most of the album is very similar in nature and sound, which
sometimes hurts Glory by making it
boring to listen to at moments.
There are a couple of bachata
rhythms and acoustic guitars
mixed with Spanish and French
recitatives, but they provide individual accents rather than contribute to the album.
Besides the upbeat “Private
Show” and “What You Need,” the
whole album is a monotonous
homage to the human physique.
It is thrilling and even sometimes
electrifying.
Nevertheless, it lacks that contagious vehement flame that Spears
contaminated us with in her golden

years of “I’m a Slave 4 U” and the
legendary “Toxic.”
Her sexuality is different from
that of other current pop titans
like Beyonce and Rihanna. Queen
Bey and Rihanna’s appeals are not
just physical, but they are empowering, feministic and even violently militaristic. They are making
a political statement. Spears also
makes a strong statement, but a different one.
She is showing the world that
her sexuality is not just her body,
but rather her unequivocal experience. Full of breathtaking sensual
tenderness, she contrasts herself to
her peers. If Rihanna and Beyonce
overwhelm you with bestial physical desire, Spears seduces you with

gentle strokes of musical delicacy.
Although her signature vocals
are almost never heard live anymore—she even lip-synced some
parts during the Carpool Karaoke
with James Corden—she still has
that naked nerve in her voice heard
in the recording. The trembling notion of gluttonous appetite can be
heard in every note, especially on
“Clumsy” and “Make Me.”
Spears’ music is a key not just to
her body, but to her rapacious soul.
Her voice is her sexuality, and her
sexuality is what she is all about as
a performer.
What Glory ultimately suffers
from, is that it is so unilateral in its
sound and message, that there is
no standout chart-blowing hit. Of

course there are some very catchy
melodies and hooks, but there
is not one outstanding song that
makes one automatically want to
put it on repeat. Glory is following
Spears’ 2013 album Britney Jean.
A clumsy attempt at creating
a pseudo-personal album full of
chaotic risky, even Britney Jean
was able to bore a musically perfect “Work B**ch.” That track could
have become Spears’ new signature
track if properly marketed.
Glory lacks a hot track like that.
But it has been almost 20 years
since Spears became one of the
most prominent artists in the industry. So at this point, it is not
about making hits, it is about enriching her legacy.
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Spears proves she is a pop visionary with her comeback album Glory, which reaches the creative heights of her previous work.
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Science & Technology
Newly discovered planet holds potential to sustain humans
BY VICTORIA MERLINO
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

A new planet has been discovered that astronomers believe to
have Earth-like conditions. Located just over four light-years away,
Proxima b is thought be capable
of holding liquid water, and with
water, life.
Though much is still unknown
about the planet, astronomers assert that Proxima b exists within
what is called the “habitable zone,”
or right distance from its host star
to cause the planetary temperature
to support liquid water.
Although Proxima b’s distance
from its host star, Proxima Centauri, is small with an orbital period of
11.2 days and an orbit of only seven
million kilometers—approximately
5 percent of the Earth’s average distance from the Sun—the planet is
still considered to be in the habitable zone.
Proxima Centauri is a red dwarf
star, with red dwarf stars being
considerably dimmer than yellow
dwarf stars, like the Sun. As a consequence, these stars give off less
heat, potentially allowing Proxima
b to sustain life on its surface.
However, while Proxima b may
exist in a habitable zone, its position orbiting a red dwarf star
reveals a whole new host of challenges of which habitants of Earth
are not accustomed. The tight orbit
of Proxima b to its star would most
likely lock in a bound rotation,
forcing one side of the planet to
always be facing the Proxima Centauri in perpetual daytime, and the
other side in endless nighttime.
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Proxima b is thought to orbit its star in a “habitable zone” that would allow for the existence of liquid water on the planet.
Contrasting sharply with the dayand-night cycle of Earth, astronomers believe that the bound rotation of Proxima b would make the
evolution of life difficult.
Red dwarf stars are also entirely
convective, and their matter is in
constant motion. Combined with
sudden releases of magnetic energy
from the strong magnetic field that
most red dwarf stars have, Proxima b is most likely doused with
high energy particles and x-rays
on a regular basis, making it even

more difficult for sustained life to
exist there.
Besides these facts, astronomers have theorized that the planet
is rocky from studies of planets
orbiting similar stars, making the
chance of it being life-sustaining
even slimmer. In an attempt to
solve this mystery, astronomers
are trying to determine whether
Proxima b can pass across the face
of its star in a process called transit. Transit would help to reveal the
planet’s size, density and topogra-

phy, though the chance of catching
this process occurring is small.
Even with those doubts, many
are looking to Proxima b as a new
territory to examine. While there is
an estimated 40 billion habitable,
Earth-sized planets in the Milky
Way galaxy, Proxima b is the closest one in reach, making it the most
realistic option for those who wish
to explore it.
Famed cosmologist Stephen
Hawking and Russian billionaire
Yuri Milner are the first pair to try

and explore Proxima b with their
nanocraft Breakthrough Starshot.
While the nanocraft was originally
slated to fly by Proxima Centauri,
Hawking and Milner are making
adjustments to the flight plan in
order to make a flyby of Proxima b.
While Proxima Centauri is the
closest star to us outside of our solar system, it does not mean the trip
there will be short; the nanocraft
would be expected to reach Proxima Centauri and Proxima b after a
20-year flight. This estimate is also
unique to Hawking and Milner’s
nanocraft, with its one gram weight
and its projected ability to travel 20
percent the speed of light.
Astronomer Guillem AngladaEscude and his colleagues first discovered Proxima b by studying the
“wobbles” of Proxima Centauri as
Proxima b orbited around it. When
a planet passes a star in an orbit,
both the planet and the star give off
a gravitational pull on each other,
making the star “wobble.”
This wobble can be detected on
Earth through light emitted by the
star, with the star turning slightly
blue or red depending on which
way it is moving. By timing the
wobble, astronomers can discern
the distance of a given planet to
the star it orbits, revealing its location. Astronomers can also find out
how large the mass of a given planet is via this method, with Proxima
b appearing to be 1.3 times larger
than Earth.
Proxima b has excited the astronomy community for now, but
only time, effort and more research
can uncover whether the planet is
truly a suitable substitute for Earth.

Vocabulary test draws one million participants through social media
YELENA DZHANOVA
OPINIONS EDITOR

Psycholinguists in Belgium administered an online test to ascertain the number of words that English-speaking people know. Due
to the rapid pace of social media,
the test reached nearly a million
English-speaking people and has
quickly evolved to become the largest study of its kind in the world.
The study was first conducted
in Belgium, but expanded to test
users in countries with more popular languages such as English and
Spanish.
In order to participate in the
study, participants were asked in
an online quiz to identify which
words were actual English words.
Over 60,000 real words were input
into the system. The system also
included over 300,000 “nonwords,”
which is a term used to refer to
words that look like they could be
English, but are not.
Participants were asked to select
whether or not the words existed in
the English language by reacting
to the queries using a keyboard.
The test takes approximately four
minutes on average to complete
and new words are generated with
each attempt.
The words were not selected
arbitrarily from dictionary entries
because most dictionaries also
include homographs and proper
nouns that are too specific to a particular vernacular.
Including these kinds of words
would have provided inaccurate results since most of the human population is not familiar with scientific names or specific proper nouns
and may not have been able to
pinpoint whether or not they were
real words of the English language.
The words that were left in the
dictionary, however, did include
multiword expressions, multiword

prepositions and fixed expressions.
Research leader and psycholinguist Marc Brysbaert went into the
study with the objective of determining the number of words that
are known to English speakers. The
study is continuous, simply because language develops endlessly
and new words form every day.
Findings show, however, that English is composed of roughly 20,000
words when names and acronyms
are excluded.
The language expands significantly because word families
can and often do stem from these
20,000 words, which are fundamental to the entirety of English.
Dictionaries boast over 400,000
words, but of this amount, only
20,000 form the core of the English
language. This finding illustrates
the incredible utilization of the
English language for various purposes, including productivity and
communication development.
The study makes several hypotheses that attempt to answer
which types of people know more
words. The study distinguishes
between people who engage in a
language solely by means of social
interaction, media and literature.
Unsurprisingly, the study has
shown that those who read more
seemed to have a greater range
of vocabulary. Those who purely
relied on social interaction to increase their vocabulary had the
smallest range.
Additionally, the team of psycholinguists have adopted a general theory that states that as a person
ages, they become acquainted with
more words. Therefore, older people tend to know additional words
due to more experiences and greater exposure to vocabulary.
The study has found that the
average 20-year-old knows over
42,000 words.
The researchers who executed
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While dictionaries and thesauruses contain over 400,000 words, only 20,000 constitute the core of the English language.
this experiment took the extreme
limits to calculate the amount of
words each group, aside from the
average, knows. The extreme readers who read for 16 hours of the
day, at a hypothetical record limit,
know approximately 300,000 to
500,000 types of words.
Therefore, education plays a
huge role in the number of words
that are known to the average person. Reading and studying vocabulary clearly increase the number of
words recognized.
The study shows that older
people know more words due to
their prolonged experiences, but

this finding heavily implies that
people do not forget words as they
age. The study only asked participants for word identification, not
word definition.
Participants who agreed to
the study gave personal identifying information as supplemental
points of research. The test asks for
age, gender and residence for demographic purposes and further
research material. Over 220,000
individuals were tested and over
260,000 tests were conducted, as
a result of the fact that multiple
individuals requested to take the
test twice.

With these results, language researchers are hoping to find new
development in the English language over the next century. As new
words constantly branch out in any
language, language can never be a
fixed entity.
The study is critical to understanding how, in particular, the
English language forms its vocabulary. It gives insight into the uses of
the English language and provides
an understanding of how and why
certain vocabulary makes its way
into becoming part of everyday vernacular, lending itself as a source
for further research into this topic.
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Study researches high costs of medications, offers solutions
BY BIANCA MONTEIRO
COPY EDITOR

The Journal of the American
Medical Association recently published a study titled “The High
Cost of Prescription Drugs in
the United States,” dissecting the
phenomena behind the skewed
prices of many U.S. drugs. In light
of Mylan Inc.’s recent spike in epinephrine drug prices and Turing
Pharmaceuticals’s price increase in
105 drugs, namely Daraprim, many
concerns arise as to why the United
States is one of the only industrialized countries that faces this recurring issue.
Unlike in the United States,
many industrialized countries,
such as England and Wales, have
socialized health care. Nations with
nationalized health care usually do
not encounter unexpected spikes
in drug prices because their government is in charge of approving
and regulating prices set by drug
manufacturers.
Generally, if a price is deemed
to be unaffordable in context to its
necessity and the average affordability of its intended patients, it is
rejected and it is up to drug manufacturers to lower the prices in order for their drugs to be circulated
and sold.
In the United States, however, the government allows drug
manufacturers the right to patent
their drugs for up to 20 years. Although the Food and Drug Administration may require up to eight
years of testing in order for the drug
to be approved, companies are
usually granted patent protection
in the meantime. The patent not
only protects their right to set any
price they would like, but it may
also grant them the ability to establish a monopoly.
While monopolies are common
in this industry, there are still in-

stances where several companies
have patented similar drugs and
have still maintained high prices
while in competition. The study
notes that this is usually not the
case when the patent protection is
nearing its expiration and the company is still in competition.
According to the study, “brandname drugs comprise only 10
percent of all dispensed prescriptions in the United States, [but]
they account for 72 percent of
drug spending. Between 2008 and
2015, prices for the most commonly used brand-name drugs increased 164 percent.”
As grounds on which a drug
can be patented can be endless,
name-brand drug companies can
maintain monopolies by patenting
very specific and essential characteristics of a drug, ultimately
delaying or altogether preventing
generic name drugs from entering
the market.
In the case of Turing Pharmaceuticals’s drug Daraprim, one of
the only reasons a generic name
drug was able to enter the market
afterward was because Daraprim
did not have a patent, although at
the time no other company had
been licensed to sell the drug.
Drug companies currently
justify higher prices by citing the
costs that were needed for its research and development, arguing
that lowering drug prices could
keep the company from creating
new and better drugs in the future.
There has, however, been no consensus on the average cost of bringing a new drug into the market. The
study also argues that most drug
companies receive funding and investments from public sources and
also continue research from other
academic institutions.
The result of U.S. drug market
policies has had a deeply negative
impact not only on patients, but
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Prescription drugs in the United States cost more than prescription drugs in other industrialized countries, such as England.
on any entity involved in the selling, prescribing and buying of
these drugs.
As there is no seamless flow in
communication between doctors,
pharmacists and health insurance
companies, doctors may prescribe
name-brand drugs, as opposed
to available generic-brand drugs,
and it may have a bigger financial
impact on patients in the form of
higher deductibles and copayments. This may deter patients
from properly following medication procedures because of affordability and, ultimately, contribute

to poorer health in these people.
This can be even worse for many of
the 29 million Americans who are
currently uninsured.
The result of patients being unable to pay higher costs may also
leave insurance companies the option to offer reimbursement coupons for their patients.
Although this may bode well for
patients, it would hurt insurance
companies who would then require greater spending on healthcare instead of pharmaceuticals. It
may also lead companies to divert
financial allocations from one ser-

vice to another.
JAMA’s study, however, lists
many helpful solutions to this financial epidemic. Some solutions
include limiting secondary patents,
eliminating anticompetitive practices, encouraging health insurance companies to negotiate drug
prices and encouraging generic
drugs to enter the market.
All of these solutions may help
to dismantle many of the monopolies pervading the market and,
ultimately, help many patients to
be able to afford life-saving drugs
and treatment.

Zika causes further neurological defects Twins exhibit health
BY JONATHAN SPERLING
benefits over singletons
NEWS EDITOR

A multitude of additional neurological diseases are among the
most recent birth defects discovered to be caused by the Zika
virus, a disease once known mainly for causing microcephaly in
newborns.
Microcephaly, which afflicts
newborns by causing them to develop smaller brains and heads,
was also found to be accompanied
by gray and white matter volume
loss, brainstem abnormalities and
calcification. A recent study done
by researchers from D’Or Institute
for Research and Education in Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil, published in
RSNA Radiology, is one of the first
of its kind to explore in-depth the
various neurological birth defects
caused by the Zika virus.
“Imaging is essential for identifying the presence and the severity
of the structural changes induced
by the infection, especially in
the central nervous system,” said
the study’s lead author Fernanda
Tovar-Moll, M.D., Ph.D. “Microcephaly is just one of several radiological features,” Tovar-Moll said,
describing the main method that
the scientists used to pinpoint the
Zika virus’ neurological effects.
The researchers began by viewing neurological images of patients
with symptoms of the Zika virus,
as well as retrospective imaging of autopsied individuals who
had been afflicted with the virus
in Northeastern Brazil, a region
where the infection had been particularly severe.
It should be noted that 28 percent of all births occur in that region, adding to the desperation of
the situation. Over 400 pregnant
patients at the Instituto de Pesquisa in Campina Grande state
Paraiba were analyzed between
June 2015 and May 2016.

BY MAYA YEGOROVA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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The Zika virus can be transmitted through infected mosquitos, pictured above.
Doctors tested the patients for
the Zika virus by using serologic
analyses, or an analysis of their
amniotic fluid, as well as reverse
transcription polymerase chain reaction, a method used in molecular biology that is used to find RNA
expression.
The virus is easily transmitted
from mother to fetus by way of the
fetal-placental barrier. Using imaging exams, such as fetal MRIs,
postnatal brain CAT scans and longitudinal prenatal ultrasounds, the
scientists found over 40 cases of
fetuses that were either confirmed
to have the Zika virus or presumed
to have it.
“The first trimester is the time
where infection seems to be riskiest for the pregnancy,” said the
study’s co-author Deborah Levine,
M.D., director of Obstetric & Gynecologic Ultrasound at Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center and
professor of radiology at Harvard
Medical School. Levine continues,
“From an imaging standpoint, the
abnormalities in the brain are very
severe when compared to other
congenital infections.”
Indeed, 94 percent of fetuses
with the Zika virus and 79 percent
of fetuses presumed to have the
virus were found to have abnormalities in their corpus callosum,
a large bundle of nerve fibers that

facilitate communication between
the brain’s left and right halves.
Additionally, many of the fetuses
had ventriculomegaly, a brain disorder in which the ventricles are
too large for the fluid they contain,
resulting in developmental delays
when the fetus is eventually born.
Ventriculomegaly, in conjunction with microcephaly, causes
babies to be born with collapsed
skulls, redundant skin folds and
overlapping sutures.
The Zika virus is transmitted to
humans by infected mosquitoes.
However, around 80 percent of
people who are infected with the
disease are asymptomatic, making
it difficult for the infected to know
that they are carrying the disease.
In the rare case that an infected
person does show symptoms, they
usually experience fever, rash,
joint and muscle pain, headache
and bloodshot eyes.
Pregnant women living in areas where mosquitoes are present
have been encouraged by doctors to do as much as possible to
prevent receiving mosquito bites.
Covering up with clothing, using
mosquito repellant and seeking
testing are all encouraged.
As of July 2016, the Brazilian
Ministry of Health has confirmed
over 1,650 individual cases of
microcephaly.

Physicians stress that one must
get adequate sleep, practice good
eating habits and exercise regularly to ensure a healthy life. A
recent study reported that being
a twin further boosts life expectancy. PLOS ONE confirmed that
twins, particularly male identical twins, possess a survival edge
over singletons.
David Sharrow and James Anderson compiled this comprehensive inquiry by utilizing data from
the Danish Twin Registry and the
Human Mortality Database. The
twin files include all monozygotic,
or identical, and like-sex dizygotic,
or fraternal, twin pairs that were
natives of Denmark between 1870
and 1900. Sharrow and Anderson
examined 2,932 pairs of samesex twins that had finished their
lifespan. They then analyzed their
ages at death for comparison. The
authors created a “vitality model”
to remember that the twins may
have different demographics.
Their investigation separated the
causes of death into two brackets—intrinsic and extrinsic factors—where “intrinsic” alludes to
old age and “extrinsic” is an environmental influence.
Twins outshined nearly every
age and both sexes in external
sources of death. Identical twins
achieved the topmost scores. The
research divulged that identical
twins enjoy more longevity than
fraternal twins and the Denmark
population. There is no distinction
in intrinsic causes between zygosity or the conventional female
population. However, monozygotic females have supremacy over
dizygotic females and the general
population when it comes to ex-

trinsic death. This is also relevant
to monozygotic males. Monozygotic males lived to the oldest age
because they have a slow progression of vitality loss, contributing
to a greater amount of vigor altogether. They are less vulnerable
to environmental troubles and
only encounter minor difficulties
in comparison to dizygotic males.
Similarly, they had less adversities
than the overall male population
in the study.
The prosperity of monozygotic
twins can be traced back to psychological reasons. For instance,
psychologists in recent years discovered that married couples
had lower death rates than single
people. Married women and men
are less susceptible to heart disease, Alzheimer’s and depression.
Social scientists concluded that a
wife and husband share a strong
emotional connection and that
marriage has rewarding aspects,
such as partners being supportive of each other’s health practices. This is evidently applicable
to twins. The “twin protection effect” is equivalent to a marriage
protection effect—a relationship
that provides superior survival effects later in life. Social intimacy
of monozygotic twins contributes
to behaviors that amplify immunity and life expectancy. Having a
twin means having a secure bond
that will usually be assured steadfastly through life. Twins share an
unparalleled link and a good wellbeing arises from such a close association since birth.
The results of the study reveal
that it is important to maintain a
balance of work and leisure. Uncomplicated actions, such as venting to a friend lead to love and appreciation; a longer life is now one
with a multitude of benefits.
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Sports
Mets look to translate strong play into late-season playoff push
BY OMER SEMAN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The New York Mets limped
into the All-Star break after three
straight losses against the Washington Nationals and failed to inspire hope with a 20-23 record ever
since. Trying to tap into last season’s trade deadline magic, they
dealt minor league infielder Dilson Herrera and pitching prospect
Max Wotell to the Cincinnati Reds
for Jay Bruce. Manager Terry Collins immediately slotted him in the
heart of the lineup with hopes of
injecting life into the team, but the
slugger has yet to match his firsthalf production. Add the ongoing
injury concerns for the pitching
staff to the mix, and the odds of a
return to the postseason look slimmer each day.
The Mets dipped to under .500
for the first time since April 17 after a 10-7 loss to the San Francisco
Giants on Friday. Knocking four
runs in five innings off Madison
Bumgarner was not enough, as the
Giants ace retaliated with a tworun homer off of Jacob deGrom.
The eight runs and 13 hits accounted for a career-worst outing for deGrom and a clear rock bottom for
the team. A seemingly desperate
move, the Mets activated Yoenis
Cespedes and Asdrubal Cabrera
from the disabled list shortly after,
jolting the team to take six of the
next nine games.
As was the case in 2015, wholesale injuries have stymied any consistent production. Lucas Duda,
David Wright, Juan Lagares and
Matt Harvey are out for the season
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Granderson’s strong outing helped propel the Mets into second place in the division and in within reach of the NL wild card.
with a medley of ailments. In addition, second baseman Neil Walker’s
chronic back pain and pitcher Steven Matz’s shoulder injury puts the
rest of the season in jeopardy for
both players. The team has shuffled
a number of players back and forth
between the minor leagues in hope
of maintaining competitiveness,
but it appears as if they are putting
a Band-Aid on a leaky dam.
The Mets have shuffled playoff
positions with the Miami Marlins
for the past month, but they sent a
message to their division rivals in
their most recent series. Although
neither pitcher had the cleanest
outing, recent call-up Rafael Montero matched Marlins ace Jose
Fernandez pitch for pitch, tossing
five shutout innings. The scoring

drought pursued until the 8th inning when relief pitcher Addison
Reed allowed consecutive doubles
to hand the Marlins a one-run
lead. Jose Reyes responded with a
double of his own, later proceeding
to third on a long fly out to left and
scampering across the plate after a
wild pitch by A.J. Ramos. Cespedes
broke the deadlock in the bottom of
the 10th with a no-doubt walk-off
home run to seal the win.
“The Amazins” kept their bats
hot the following night, winning
7-4 with the help of two Curtis
Granderson home runs. His 21st
and 22nd home runs of the year
came after a 6th-inning pinch-hit
appearance as Collins attempted
to balance the playing time of his
two right fielders. Cabrera contin-

ued his surprising resurgence with
a first-inning homer off of Tom
Koehler. Seth Lugo, called into action after Harvey’s season-ending
surgery to his shoulder, provided
a quality outing as he allowed only
two runs and five hits over six innings. The victory pushed them
ahead of the Marlins for second
place in the division and just two
and a half games out of a wild card
spot. What looms ahead could put
them in position to leapfrog the
Pittsburgh Pirates and St. Louis
Cardinals.
After they finish their home
stand against the Marlins and the
Nationals, the Mets are scheduled
for a grueling nine-game road trip
that takes them to Cincinnati, Atlanta and the nation’s capital. The

Braves own the worst record in all
of baseball and are on pace to lose
over 100 games. Despite this, the
Mets have won just seven out of 13
meetings versus their hated foes. It
is hard to determine which factor
played the largest role in the unexpected Braves’ downturn, but if they
wish to contend for another pennant, the Mets should not underestimate any team from here on out.
Comparing records, numerous
statistics and past performances,
the Mets have a good chance of
capturing the elusive wild card bid,
if not the entire division. However,
a history of catastrophic collapses
and disappointment can embed
itself into the team’s psyche, as is
ever true with the Mets. A long list
of late-season derailments continue to loom over the team—October
2006, when Carlos Beltran stared at
an Adam Wainwright curveball to
end the National League Championship Series, September 2007 and
2008, when they squandered large
division leads in the final month of
the season to miss the playoffs and
October 2015, when defensive errors and cold bats cost them a competitive World Series. It is not just
the stench of the eight of the last
nine years they have to overcome,
it is 52 of the last 54 years.
Fans were surprised the Mets
advanced as far as they did last season, but expected a stretch of upper
echelon performance to continue
for the coming year. With the chips
stacked against them, the Mets still
hold on to the possibility of repeating their late-season heroics once
again, this time bringing the pennant home to Citi Field.

Sanchez sets rookie record, leads the pack of future Yankee stars
BY MICHAEL FRIEDLICH
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Critics were quick to write off the
New York Yankees from the playoff race after trading away three of
their best players for a stockpile of
young talent earlier in the season.
Almost a month later, it is amazing
to see that the Yankees are within
striking distance of the second wild
card position. Rookie catcher Gary
Sanchez, whom the Yankees called
up from the minor leagues on Aug.
3, is mainly responsible for this
late-season playoff push.
Sanchez has transformed the
overwhelming somber concession of both the team and fans
at Yankees Stadium into hope for
the playoffs and promise for the
future. The rookie brought a muchneeded spark to the otherwise dormant batting lineup, and fans are
filling the seats to catch a glimpse
of the heroics.
Less than a month after being called up to the major leagues,
Sanchez has cemented his name
into the record books. Sanchez
became the fastest player in Major
League history to reach 11 home
runs, reaching this feat after just 23
career games. The 11th home run
evoked Sanchez’s first-ever curtain
call at Yankee Stadium, a tremendous accomplishment given the
long list of legends that have played
for the team.
Sanchez’s stellar play led him
to become the first rookie to be
named player of the week twice
consecutively. In the first week,
Sanchez’s batting average was .524
with four home runs. This past
week, he recorded a .522 with five
home runs. In other words, over
the past two weeks, Sanchez could
essentially record a hit once every
two at-bats.
Sanchez has compiled out-
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Rookie Sanchez provides a much-needed spark to the slumping Yankees, hitting 11 home runs in just 23 games.
standing statistics with a .398 batting average, a .465 on-base percentage, a .864 slugging percentage
and an on-base plus slugging of
1.328. He has built up such high
expectations that when he does
not hit a home run, the game is
automatically deemed a bad one
for him.
The list of remarkable accomplishments for Sanchez goes on
and on. According to ESPN, he is
the first rookie to have 10 home
runs and 20 RBIs in his first 20
games of a season since RBI became an official statistic in 1920.
He also became the first player in
MLB history to collect 10 home
runs and 30 hits in his first 22
games. His 11 homers are also the

most by an American League rookie in one calendar month since the
Oakland Athletics’ Mark McGuire
hit 15 in May 1987. He tied Hideki
Matsui for the second-most RBI of
21 in franchise history through 23
games, behind Yankee legend Joe
DiMaggio’s 25.
Yet, Sanchez has a lot more to
offer from behind the plate. According to the MLB’s website, Sanchez has five of the top 10 fastest
throws and is tied for the third fastest throw to second base on steal
attempts. This has allowed Sanchez
to catch seven of 12 potential base
stealers. Yankees’ pitcher CC Sabathia applauds Sanchez for providing a boost to the pitching staff
with excellent suggestions for what

pitches to throw and where to locate them.
The Yankees signed Sanchez
when he was only 16 years old and
gave him a hefty $3 million signing
bonus.
At the beginning of the season,
he was considered one of the Yankees’ top prospects and among the
top 100 of all minor league players.
Although he has shown potential
in the minor leagues, he never hit
anywhere near this level. In his 284
at-bats in the minor leagues this
season, he only hit 10 home runs
whereas he has already hit 11 homers in 80 at-bats in the majors.
Fans should not necessarily expect Sanchez to become the next
Babe Ruth or anyone similar since

the Yankees have experienced disappointments before. In 1990, Kevin Maas, who happened to be the
fastest player to 12 home runs, hit
10 home runs in his first 79 at-bats.
He was out of the major leagues
within five years and had only hit
55 more home runs over the rest of
his major league career. Nonetheless, early indications suggest that
Sanchez is a strong team player,
capable of carrying the Yankees for
years to come.
The Yankees and their fans
should feel confident about Sanchez leading the team’s push for
rejuvenation. In previous years, the
front office failed to transition away
from the team’s dependence on
their veterans. Enveloped in their
winning ways, little was done to account for the day after, when Derek
Jeter, Alex Rodriguez and Mark
Teixeira would decide to retire.
While it is unrealistic to think
that Sanchez will single-handedly
propel the Yankees to the postseason, he is undoubtedly a key piece
to the puzzle that is the Yankees
returning to their prime. Furthermore, Sanchez is just one of many
prospects that the Yankees are developing in order to one day return
to their winning ways.
The Yankees pulled off a thrilling win over the Royals in extra innings on Tuesday night. Sanchez
and relief pitcher Chasen Shreve
quietly celebrated after the final
out given the significance of every
game left in the mature season. As
it stands right now, the Yankees are
in fourth place of the AL East playoff race. Looking ahead, the fate of
the Yankees should become more
definite in the coming weeks. The
Bronx Bombers are scheduled for
back-to-back series with the Baltimore Orioles and Toronto Blue
Jays, all three of whom are fighting
for the same spot in the playoffs.
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NFC east preps for exciting season with new talent and coaches
BY MATT BUETE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The NFC East was one of the
worst divisions in the NFL last year.
The Redskins, with a 9-7 record,
were the only team to make it to
the playoffs. The 2016 season does
not look any better. The Giants
and Eagles both have new head
coaches, half of the Cowboys defense is suspended, Tony Romo is
out 6-10 weeks with a broken bone
in his back and nobody is sure if
Kirk Cousins can perform for the
Redskins.
The New York Giants will be under new head coach Ben McAdoo
for the 2016 season after an ugly
breakup with tenured head coach
Tom Coughlin following a 6-10
campaign last season. McAdoo’s
signing signaled an uncharacteristic offseason shopping spree, with
massive contracts luring free agent
defensive end Olivier Vernon, cornerback Janoris Jenkins and nose
tackle Damon Harrison. Overspending in free agency usually
does not work out well, but given
the Giants’ desperate need to overhaul the defense, it was welcomed
by the Giants faithful.
McAdoo, previously the Giants’ offensive coordinator, seems
a good fit for the head coaching
job given his chemistry with longtime quarterback Eli Manning. Still,
McAdoo faces the daunting task of
restructuring Big Blue’s offensive
game plan. Last season, the Giants
called 67 percent passes in the red
zone, resulting in countless stalled
drives giving way to unnecessary
field goals. Furthermore, veteran
Rashad Jennings leads a running
back committee that is terribly inconsistent at best.
The pressure is on McAdoo to
right the Giants’ ship and he faces
a steep battle in doing so. If the Giants are able to keep their compo-
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As the regular season looms, the NFC East is mired with injuries and uncertainties, signaling an interesting divisional battle ahead.
sure during late-game situations,
they will certainly increase their
chances at winning
The Washington Redskins had
an uplifting season in 2015, but
upon closer inspection, one can
attribute their success to a significantly weak schedule. Even with an
easy schedule, the run game was
especially weak and the defense
gave up a tremendous amount of
points. The Redskins looked to free
agency to bolster their defense,
shelling out a pretty penny to coax
cornerback Josh Norman away
from the Panthers.
Perhaps Redskins fans are most
excited about the chemistry developing between Cousins and tight
end Jordan Reed. Reed emerged as

one of the premier tight ends in the
league last season, and established
himself as a top target for Cousins,
given his ability to climb the ladder
and snatch high passes.
The odds are against the Redskins to make the playoffs for the
2016 season. They face a way more
difficult schedule than last year,
so it is going to be much harder to
repeat as division champs. Nonetheless, Cousins is entering a contract year, and is set to elevate the
offense, in order to complement a
newly-staffed defense.
The Philadelphia Eagles have
a new coach this season in Doug
Pederson, signaling a new era
as the team shifts away from the
spread offense. The team drafted

quarterback Carson Wentz with the
second overall pick in the draft, in
hopes that he can lead an undercenter offense.
Unfortunately, Wentz suffered a
hairline fracture in his ribs earlier
in the month, suggesting that veteran Sam Bradford will get the nod to
start Week 1 against the Cleveland
Browns.
The offensive uncertainties
continued when the Eagles traded
away running back DeMarco Murray in the offseason, leaving the
role to an injury-prone veteran
Ryan Mathews.
The Eagles face the toughest
campaign in the NFC East, with
a weak roster lead by a first-year
head coach. It is widely understood

that the Eagles are in a rebuilding
stage, and so many are learning to
curb their expectations for the season.
The Dallas Cowboys were excited coming into the preseason
with a healthy team and new rookie
running back Ezekiel Elliott. Unfortunately, it did not take long
for the injury bug to revisit star
quarterback Romo, this time biting
hard as he is expected to miss six
to 10 weeks with a broken bone in
his back.
Rookie signal caller Dak Prescott
has already been named the Week
1 starter after an impressive preseason behind one of the best offensive lines in the NFL.
The biggest flaw for the Cowboys is their defense because many
of their key defenders are hurt or
suspended. Perhaps the biggest
question mark on the defense is the
absence of their leaders, including
middle linebacker Sean Lee who
continues to battle a series of knee
injuries, and cornerback Orlando
Scandrick who is coming off a significant ACL tear.
If Prescott can hold down the
fort until Romo comes back from
his injury, the Cowboys will be in
a pretty good spot. They will have a
tremendous red zone offense that
will also help them throughout the
season. If the Cowboys can win
some close games and control the
ball in the second half, they will be
in a pretty decent spot.
The NFC East will once again be
a roller coaster in the 2016 season.
At the moment, there is no clear
cut team to take the division. Nevertheless, the preseason drama is
shaping a high-intensity, neck and
neck race for the lead, which makes
the NFC East so exciting to watch.
It will certainly be interesting to see
how the season pans out and who
will be the 2016 NFC East Division
champs.
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Baruch Weekly
THEME: FASHION ICONS

SEPTEMBER 2016
MON

5
TUES

6
WED

7
THURS

8
FRI

9
SAT

10
SUN

11

ACROSS
1. CHURCH’S FOCAL POINT
6. ____DIDAH
9. BARBER SHOP SOUND
13. L IN AWOL
14. CHICKEN ____ ____
KING
15. TSAR’S PANCAKES
16. PUT SOMEONE IN A BIND
17. JUNIOR’S JUNIOR
18. “AN ____ OF
PREVENTION...”
19. *SHE POPULARIZED
“RACHEL” HAIRCUT
21. *PINUP GIRL AND
CHARLIE’S ANGEL
23. ACORN PRODUCER
24. CAB PAYMENT
25. RUBADUB____
28. *PRINCE WORE
FINGERLESS GLOVES MADE
OF THIS
30. *FICTIONAL FASHIONISTA
BRADSHAW
35. ELEVATOR INVENTOR
37. *____ FARM, CREATED
BY RUSSELL SIMMONS
39. GAIN KNOWLEDGE
40. WINTER OLYMPIC EVENT
41. SMIDGEONS
43. ROOFED COLONNADE
44. ZAGREB NATIVE
46. “THAT HURTS!”
47. BIG TOP

COLLEGE CLOSED
ACCOUNTING SOCIETY GENERAL INTEREST MEETING #1
12:40 p.m.-2:20 p.m. | NVC 3-165 | Free
WRITING CENTER WEEKLY WRITING WORKSHOPS
12:30 p.m.-2:00 p.m. | NVC 8-155 | Free
S&P CAPITOL IQ
12:30 p.m.-1:45 p.m. | Subotnick Center | Free, Requires Registration
LAST DAY TO DROP WITH 50 PERCENT REFUND

MCC PRESENTS: JOBS, EDUCATION & THE SKILLS GAP
8:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m. | NVC 14-220 | Free
NATIVE AMERICAN SPORTS TEAM NAMES: FAIR OR FOUL?
12:00 p.m.-2:30 p.m. | Library Building 750-760 | Free, Requires Registration
IVY LEAGUE PUBLIC HEALTH GRAD SCHOOL INFO SESSION*
12:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m. | Macaulay Honors College | Free

48. ENSNARE
50. DO LIKE BUFFALOES
52. INDIGO EXTRACT
53. GET CHECKMATED
55. HI____
57. *HERMËS BAG NAMESAKE
JANE
60. *”VOGUE” EDITOR IN
CHIEF
64. DUGOUT VESSEL
65. GALLEY EQUIPMENT
67. SAMURAI DAGGER
68. QUESTIONER
69. DARK BREAD GRAIN
70. OPERATIC SOLOS
71. ANCIENT GOVERNORS IN
TURKEY
72. X
73. RIVER IN HADES
DOWN
1. “FANTASTIC FOUR” ACTRESS
2. ROCK BAND KINGS OF
____
3. DE NIRO’S RIDE, 1976
4. NOTICE, IN SPANISH
5. HERTZ’ OFFERING
6. HAVE RECLINED
7. BOXER LAILA
8. ISRAELI PORT
9. TALK LIKE A DRUNK
10. IN 1492, IT SAILED THE
OCEAN BLUE
11. MARK OF A RULER
12. DISH WITH FOUR AND
TWENTY BLACKBIRDS

15. WITH LONG WINTERS AND
SHORT, COOL SUMMERS
20. GIRAFFE’S STRIPEDLEG
COUSIN
22. PENDULUM’S PATH
24. PROMINENT ATTRIBUTE
25. *GABBANA’S PARTNER
26. 180 ON A ROAD
27. PREJUDICED ONE
29. *SHOE COUTURIER
31. CATCH ONE’S BREATH
32. RANKED, AS IN BY MPAA
33. SHOEMAKER WITHOUT
SHOES, E.G.
34. RELATED ON MOTHER’S
SIDE
36. WAY TO COOK TUNA
38. OLD EL PASO PRODUCT
42. HARRY BELAFONTE’S
DAUGHTER
45. CHATTERBOX
49. HAWAIIAN DISH
51. KIND OF BLOCK
54. STALL CALL
56. RUBBERNECK
57. DIAMOND’S CORNER
58. FULL OF INK
59. FISH EGGS, PL.
60. SMALL SONGBIRD
61. “PUT A LID ____ ____!”
62. HOME TO THE JAZZ
63. WINE, NEITHER RED NOR
WHITE
64. *____ CALLOWAY,
WEARER OF THE ZOOT SUIT
66. ARCHAIC “YES”

REBECCA VICENTE | THE TICKER

CROSSWORD SOLUTION:

ISSUE 1
VISIONS OF CONFINEMENT: A LENS ON WOMEN IN THE UNITED
STATES PRISON SYSTEM*
12:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. | Hunter College’s East Harlem Gallery | Free

WRITERS ON WRITING RADIO SHOW*
7:00 p.m.-7:30 p.m. | WNYE 91.5 FM | Free

*Oﬀ-campus event
For full list, visit www.baruch.cuny.edu/calendar

Career Spotlight

baruch.cuny.edu/careers
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/starrlights/
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/scdc/
@BaruchSCDC
Baruch College Starr Career Development Center

SAVE THE DATE

INTERNSHIP UPDATE

Resume Rush
Tueday, September 6th, 12:30-4:30 P.M., NVC 2-150
Get your resumes reviewed by our counselors before
attending the Fall Career Fairs!

LIGHT OF GOLD PR, MARKETING, AND CONSULTING LLC

On Campus Recruiting Workshop
Wednesday, September 7th, 12:30-2:00 P.M., NVC 2-190
Find out about On Campus Recruiting and how you can get a
position at a great company.

Building Your Brand: The Personal Pitch
Wednesday, September 7th, 5:00-6:30 P.M., NVC 2-190

Develop skills to present yourself better when meeting employers
and recruiters.

Career Fair Success Strategies
Thursday, September 8th, 12:30-2:00 P.M., NVC 2-190

Hear from guest speakers from PwC and learn how to make the
most of the CPA Fair.

Fall 2016 Public Relations and Marketing Assistant
Light of Gold PR, Marketing,
and Consulting LLC is an up-andcoming boutique Public Relations and Technology company
looking for a Fall 2016 Public Relations and Marketing Assistant.
The person must know Microsoft Word, Outlook, be social
media savvy and learn quickly
while trained on special software
packages and applications. The
candidate must be available at
least 15 – 20 hours per week with
the possibility of putting in more
hours for special projects and
events. The candidate also needs
access to a personal computer
with internet access.

PEER TIP OF THE WEEK

The assistant will perform
weekly administrative duties (i.e.
follow-up with clients and prospective clients via phone and
e-mail, email campaign, assist
with newsletters, contracts and
proposals, etc.) Additionally, the
Public Relations Assistant will
help with marketing, daily action
calls, maintain scheduling and
meetings, and learn and adapt
to changing and new responsibilities.
Occasionally, the assistant
will need to accompany or represent the owner on networking
events/mixers, conventions and
client meetings.

The salary can be in the form
of credit for current students or
a stipend of meal allowance and
travel expenses. There is also a
possibility of earning commission for taking the lead on closing accounts and bringing in
clients and acquiring a permanent part-time salaried position.
For more information, visit Starr
Search with ID 92667.

FUN FACT

CHECK OUT THE PEER TIP OF THE WEEK FROM SCDC’S PEERS FOR CAREERS PROGRAM
Did you know that the Fall 2016 CPA fair on Sept. 9 is open

As the CPA fair approaches, be prepared with multiple copies of your resume and have them

to ALL majors? Employers are not just looking for accounting

reviewed at the Starr Career Development Center. If you have a speciﬁc accounting ﬁrm in mind,

students; they are also accepting marketing, human resources and

consider having a resume copy that is more personalized for that ﬁrm.

ﬁnance majors. Do not miss out on the opportunity to network
and even get a job or internship! For more information, visit Starr

ALEKSANDRA RYSHINA
PEER FOR CAREER

search under the Events tab.

